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2020 GAS GAS
ENDUROS
So good – but is this last 
chance to buy true Spanish?

BMW R 1250
GS RALLYE TE
The king of adventure 
just keeps getting better

DAKAR
2020
We preview the ultimate 
race – and we’re in it too!
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IoM 500
JB and JB (that’s July Behl) 
rode the IoM 500. Okay 
one did, the other mostly 
ate cake. But which did 
which?
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 ALL-NEW
TE 150i
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Light, agile and highly capable! The brand new 2020 TE 150i is primed to take on the 
toughest terrain thanks to electronic fuel injection technology and a new, dynamic-
handling chassis. With smooth, usable power and strong hill-climbing torque, this lively 
offroad machine combines innovative 2-stroke performance with easy manoeuvrability, 
for an intuitive ride that lets you find your flow wherever the trail leads. 
 
For more information or to find your local authorised dealer, head to
www.husqvarna-motorcycles.com

www.husqvarna-motorcycles.com

Tested: Gas Gas 
EC Enduro
Are the 2019-20 
Gas Gas EC’s going 
to be the last of the 
‘real’ Gassers before 
Austrian ownership?

Production racer
The trickest race 
bike you can (almost) 
buy off the shelf? 
The KTM/Husky RR/
FR450. We check 
out Craig Keyworth’s. 

14 32

Bonneville Ace
Hey this isn’t even 
a scrambler, what 
the hell? Chill chaps, 
when a bike is this 
cool it honestly 
doesn’t matter...

Festival
Things to do with a 
Bonneville Ace. Road 
racing? Seems so, 
thanks to the brilliant 
Bike Shed guys

102 110

Tested: BMW R 
1250 GS Rallye
It’s taken a while to 
get onto the newest 
ShiftCam edition of 
the GS. No matter, it 
was worth the wait.

Snow Patrol
Jocelin Snow isn’t 
chasing cars, at 5’1”, 
on her 1200 GS 
Rallye, she’s riding 
over them (and that’s 
a fact!)

42 52
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RUST Travels
A quick catch up on 
a long time (it’s all 
relative)

Chris Evans
Chris, our trail bike 
guide, former Cyril 
Despres manager 
and Rally press 
officer is also Dakar 
bound.

12 26

 

Long termers
JB’s KTM 1290 Super 
Adventure R takes a last 
long ride…

72
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790 ADVENTURE
+ £790 POWERPARTS
Since its launch in early 2019, the 790 ADVENTURE has won plaudits from reviewers 
and praise from owners for being the most offroad capable travel bike in the market. 
For a limited time, KTM are celebrating the early achievements of the 790 ADVENTURE 
by offering a £790 KTM PowerParts voucher with every 2019 bike registered. 

This enables a new owner to turn their bike into a model of perfection. With an 
extensive array of PowerParts available, owners can turn to performance, luggage 
or style in order to enhance their already ideal machine.

For more information and to find your local authorised dealer visit www.ktm.com

The KTM 790 ADVENTURE: 790 Bonus (to be known as the promotion) is only available from participating KTM Authorised 
Dealers. The promotion is available on all MY19 KTM 790 ADVENTURE models (not 790 ADVENTURE R models) registered 
between 9th December 2019 and 28th February 2020. No cash alternative is available and no change will be given. The 
promotion does not include fitting costs. The promotion is subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time.

Stuff
An exhaust, some rubber and 
body armour – it’s a weird 
world in RUST’s garage

40 70
98

Editorial
RUST is back, 
although it never 
left, but it’s going 
forwards, right?

Gallery
Dakar 2020 is a 
coming and it looks 
to be one for the 
ages. That’s one 
page. The other is a 
bunch of women!

06 08
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EDITORIAL

I
t’s been a while, eh? We did not plan 
that big a gap between issues. It’s 
not that we’ve been away, just pre-
occupied. You’ve probably seen by now, 
we have a new website (at last!). That 

thing has been like a classic restoration 
project that just got away from us. In the 
end it was a concerted effort by our entire 
team to get it across the line. Only not the 
finish line – the start line! Coming into the 
new year we’ll be adding more and more 
content onto it, yep, the work’s not ended, 
it’s just beginning!

And the year 2020 will be RUST’s sixth 
year, following on from 20 years for 
TBM. One long haul. Back when TBM 
started it would seem things were more 
straightforward. You loved dirt bikes so 
you made a bunch of stories, sold some 
advertising, printed the magazine and 
sent it out to the newsagents. Maybe 
not quite that simple, but the job was 
easier to define, the terrain well trodden. 
Starting the 2020s publishing is still 
in turmoil, print magazines continue 
to disappear while online magazines 
struggle to both find exposure and 
support. Good news is RUST is getting 
much closer to sustainability. We’ve 
started our e-commerce and the revenue 
from our www.bell-motorcycle-helmets.
co.uk website is actually starting to put 
something back into the RUST bank 
account. No massive profits, but if the 
trend continues RUST will ‘wash its face’ 
very soon. That’s a big ‘PHEW!’

So we have big plans for RUST in 2020. 
As the magazine is our USP we’re looking 
to put production back on a steady path, 
six issues over the year – and I’ll be 
looking to shake it up a bit, make things 
more varied, more entertaining. As said, 
we’ll increase our online content as well 
and we’ll up the social media, too. The 
year will start in the biggest way with 

our man Craig Keyworth competing 
in the Dakar Rally (see page 32). We’re 
supporting him with media and a top of 
the line Bell MX9 helmet while our best 
friends Alpinestars have super-kindly 
agreed to supply the rest of his riding 
kit. A little help toward a huge challenge, 
and it’s cool that he’ll be flying our 
logo around the Saudi Arabian desert, 
alongside his other generous sponsors. 
Good luck Craig!

In the meantime Warren has plans to 
bring his enduro stable up to full strength. 
He’s got his 200, two 350s plus a trials 
bike. But he’d like a 250 two-stroke cross-
country for lean-mean fast riding, and 
a 500 for rallying. And with that lot he’s 
hoping to take in a real wide range of 
events in 2020. He’s keen alright. Me, I’m 
just looking to chill out with some more 
adventure rides (oh yeah – I’m on the GS 
Trophy in New Zealand come February!) 
and I’m planning on some classic trials 
action on the old Honda TLR250. Plus the 
odd runout in rallies and I’ll probably do 
the Welsh Two Day with Warren. Craig 
might well join us, only there’s a baby (his 
first) due for him in the new year, let’s see 
how he gets on! And old mate July Behl, 
well, he’s just bought a newish 1200 GS 
Rallye, so he’s itching to go – anywhere!

For now it’s Christmas, a short battery-
recharge is in order. We hope you guys 
have a good break as well and can look 
forward to some adventures of your 
own in 2020. Drop us a line, share your 
fun if you feel the inspiration, we’ve got 
a new website and it would be cool to 
share some of your experiences 
on it, as well as our own. First point 
of contact is me: editorial@
rustsports.com. 

Have a good one – and I 
hope you enjoy the read.
Ride safe

MAKING IT HAPPEN
Craig Keyworth starts the 2020 
Dakar Rally on January 5 – follow 
his progress at www.rustsports.com
(image: Christiano Barni)
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ADVENTUREGALLERY

Dakar Rally 2020 looks set to be something special. Resettled from South 
America to Saudi Arabia (let’s not go into the politics) it’s all-new terrain and 
with some variety, not least of which will be the mega-dunes that are promised 
to give the lesser privateers ‘a very bad time’. Who’ll win? We don’t know, but 
as ever it’s a brave man who bets against orange. This year KTM’s team is as 
formidable as ever. Holding the number one plate is Australia’s Toby Price, 
Dakar winner in 2016 and 2019; if he wobbles there’s Brit Sam Sunderland, 
Dakar winner in 2017 and current Rallies world champion; if those two falter 
then third man is Austria’s Matthias Walkner, Dakar winner in 2018. Only their 
fourth man, the apprentice (as it were) Argentinian Luciano Benavides doesn’t 
have a previous Dakar win to his name, but 8th last year he’ll still be in the 
frame. Yep, 12 days, 7856km – it all kicks off on January 5. Oh, and RUST will 
there with our man Craig Keyworth (rider 114)…

FOUR HORSEMEN

Image: KTM / Sebas Romero
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AdventureGALLERY

Is it madness that here we are in the 21st century and we’re still making a song and dance 
about women in motorcycling? Women have always ridden motorcycles, right from 
the start. Did you know that in the 1927 ISDT (as the ISDE was formerly known) a British 
women’s team won the International Silver Vase, outright beating all the men’s teams? 
Equality should be a given. Regardless, inclusion should be a our goal. And having shared 
a great week in Spain with this merry band (at the BMW GS Trophy International Female 
Qualifier) Editor JB can only but suggest we need more women in this sport of ours.

Image: Vanessa Blankenagel

BAD ASS
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RUST TRAVELS
It’s been a busy time, as this magazine will show, but all that aside there’s been a lot 
more going on at RUST this past three months (or so…)

Warren meanwhile – while not 
building hotels – disappeared 
on a five-day ride across the 
Alentejo in Portugal with our 
buddies Pedro and Joao from 
www.horizonadventure.pt 
on his Husky FE350. He had 
a ball, and this ride combined 
with his hitting an F45 fitness 
programme has seen him 
getting close to peak condition 
to start 2020. His bikes should 
be ready too, the latest addition 
being two sets of A-kit forks 
fettled by British suspension 
specialists K-Tech (more on this 
soon).

Momentarily back from 
that, JB got called up BMW 
Motorrad in Munich to cover 
the International Female Teams 
Qualifier for the International 
GS Trophy (he’ll also be 
covering) that takes place in 
New Zealand in February. So 
back on the plane, and down 
to Malaga in Spain for a truly 
inspirational five days as the 
women again showed they’ve 
got as good skills as most men. 
They’re also a lot of fun and you 
have to admire their sheer team 
spirit. A full report on that you 
can find at https://rustsports.
com/gs-girls-on-top/

Craig Keyworth was mid-prep 
on his Dakar bike when he got 
an invitation (deflected by the 
rest of the RUST team!) from 
Husqvarna to compete in the 
Weston Beach Race. With a 
brand new TE300i on offer and 
full support – plus a chance to 
practice sand riding – Craig 
was straight in. Well, last in, the 
RHL guys having to reopen 
their sign-on and scrutineering 
to get him sorted. Craig had 
a riot of a time and served up 
a 2500 word blog where 250 
words had been requested. But 
the story was gold so it went 
in, in full at https://rustsports.
com/craigs-dakar-odyssey-
blog-3/

S
o much has happened since 
RUST #43. As said, days upon 
days went into getting the 
new website up and running, 

but thanks to our IT guru Paul we got 
it sorted. Now we’ve just got to keep 
feeding the beast. Meanwhile Honda 
called and asked if we’d like to test the 
latest Africa Twin. Three days respite 
from IT, instead spent riding an AT 
in Sardinia, did much to recharge the 
batteries (of JB at least). And it’s some 
bike. The whistles and bells AS got more 
whistles and bells, but it was standard 
AT that really impressed – you can read 
the full story at https://rustsports.com/
rust-reports-from-the-world-launch-
of-the-2020-honda-africa-twin-
adventure-motorcycles/

JB was still far from idle 
and was putting a couple of 
Scramblers through their paces. 
Having enjoyed Yamaha’s 
brilliant Ténéré 700 he then 
sampled that same motor in 
a road chassis – the XTribute 
– which was a perfect Sunday 
leisure ride, https://rustsports.
com/yamaha-xtribute/, 
although it’s the Ténéré all 
the way for JB. Having been 
impressed earlier in the year by 
Triumph’s Scrambler 1200XE, 
JB then tried the shorter 
Scrambler 1200XC, https://
rustsports.com/triumph-
scrambler-1200xc/, which was 
just as impressive. But given 
the choice – the XE, said JB.

Which leaves no space to 
mention the excellent Triumph 
Tiger 900 launch, https://
rustsports.com/2020-
triumph-tiger-900/, where 
Phil Collins lookalike Paul 
Edmondson (three-time 
enduro world champion) 
jumped the new bike over a 
new Land Rover Defender (a 
car), nor to mention the fun 
Warren’s had on his new Beta 
trials bike. Busy days for sure.

n Bottom line – do check in at 
www.rustsports.com, if you 
don’t you’ll miss half the fun! 



Words & Images: JB

GAS GAS EC250/300
Gas Gas has recently become part Austrian owned 
(KTM/Pierer Mobility AG) and already there’s talk of 
common-platform engineering solutions. Will future 
Gassers be rebadged KTMs? It’ll be interesting to see 
what comes. But should Gas Gas change what they 
make at all? Their latest machines have been very good 
indeed, as JB found out on a recent trip to Suffolk

Gas Gas EC250/300 ENDURO

w
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w as Gas made a bit of a play 
with their 2018 model, 
named the Phoenix on 
account this was the 
Spanish firm coming 
back from flaming 
ruins of yet another 
financial collapse. It 
featured a new frame, 
new suspension and 
it was notably well 
appointed when it 
came to component 

suppliers. Quality was at the forefront 
– important for a company that was 
visibly struggling. The bike was good, 
maybe even great, but a short launch 
(where we rode for a brief few laps 
around a wet grassy paddock) didn’t 
really constitute a proper test nor a hard 
sell. Since then (in the UK) we’ve seen 
precious little in the form of promotion, 
although the bikes have been selling, 
maybe not in big numbers, but wise-
heads have seen that the new Gassers 
have been a good thing. And fortunately 
the Phoenix name hasn’t stuck, the 
current Gasser enduros are known, as 
they always have been, as ECs.

Gas Gas EC250/300

GAS GAS 2019-2020
While not strongly promoted, the 
Gassers have been winning the odd 
shootout (notably that by Australian Dirt 
Bike – beating all-comers in the 300cc 
two-stroke category, yeah including 
KTM/Husky!) and winning the odd race 
here and there, mostly in the hands of 
privateers in sub-national competitions 
(we should add Christophe Nambotin – 
former world champion – has won the 
French E3 championship this year). For 
sure they’ve been flying below the radar.

Probably because of their rollercoaster 
financial position it’s been a brave 
man/woman who’s bought a Gas Gas 
recently. But such bravery has paid off, 
for the Gas Gas as it stands today is a 
fighting-fit bike. It’s a rose by any other 
name – badged Beta or KTM (ah yes!) it 

would sell more.
It is worth considering the spec. That 

new frame – you can see that it’s not 
a million miles from a KTM in the way 
the frame’s double cradle curves and 
the junction around the swingarm and 
footrests all looks very familiar. And so 
the geometry is slap bang middle of the 
road, not some crazy outlier of a design. 
So match that chassis with industry-
topping Kayaba suspension and already 
you’re 80% toward a great bike. Add 
in Excel wheels (with Michelin tyres), 
add in a complete FMF exhaust, Keihin 
carburetor (no fuel injection), Neken 
handlebars. It’s all top shelf.

Only the engine seems dated given its 
long standing. The fact that the electric 
starter is still sat outboard above the 
left crankcase does date it now that so 
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 enduro

many two-stroke enduros have their 
starters safely stowed away under the 
crankcase. But that aside the motor is 
excellent, Gas Gas know enduro inside 
and out and so their ECs make near 
perfect power for enduro.

MEET DR SHOX
For this mini test we hooked up with 
Chris Hockey, aka Kiwi, aka Dr Shox 
(suspension tuning), aka Off-road 
Tryout (rider training). Kiwi was 
formerly a British ISDE team member 
(has the odd ISDE gold medal) and 
even tried his luck in the world 

championship for a while. He knows 
his stuff. For a few years now he’s 
been using Austrian machinery in his 
schools and for his own racing, but 
recently swapped to Gas Gas.

“Financials prompted the change. 
When you’re buying a £7000 bike 
then find you’re spending another 
three or more thousand on it to make 
it competitive it makes you question 
what you’re doing. As well I support 
local riders (who race club, national and 
international levels) and as these guys 
are generally unsponsored that kind of 
spending is tough for them too.

“So I looked around to see what else I 
could find. I tried a couple of machines 
that were very good, but again those 
needed expensive suspension work to 
make them race winners. Then I looked 
at Gas Gas, with a frame that looked 
like the one on old KTMs, but matched 
with KYB, which I used to love when I 
rode Yamaha. The bikes were already a 
thousand pounds cheaper to buy, but I 
could see would save us thousands by 
having the good suspension fitted to 
start with. And when I looked closer and 
saw the FMF pipes, the V-Force reeds 
and all I could see a lot of sense.

“Of course I was worried, you hear 
a lot of people saying how they could 
be unreliable. But I know Danny 
McCanney – ex world champion and 
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GAS GAS EC300 (EC250)
ENGINE: Liquid cooled single 
cyclinder two-stroke (with reed and 
exhaust valves)
DISPLACEMENT: 299.3cc (249.3cc)
BORE & STROKE: 72 (66.4) x 72mm
CARBURETION: Keihin PWK 38mm
TRANSMISSION: Six-speed, constant-
mesh, wet multi-plate clutch 
Chrome-moly steel frame, spine 
type with dual cradle
FRONT SUSPENSION: KYB 48mm 
AOS closed-cartridge USD, 300mm 
travel
REAR: suspension KYB gas-oil 
monoshock, 331mm travel
FRONT BRAKES: Nissin twin-piston, 
NG 260mm wave
REAR  BRAKES:Nissin single-piston, 
NG 220mm wave
WHEELS/TYRES: Front: 90/90-21; 
Rear: 140/80-18 Michelin Enduro
FUEL CAPACITY: 9.8 litres
WHEELBASE: 1480mm
SEAT HEIGHT: 960mm
GROUND CLEARANCE: N/A
WEIGHT: 105kg dry (claimed) 

  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

ENDURO

former Gas Gas rider – so questioned 
him and he said they were basically 
sound. So I called the UK importer to 
see if I could try one. He said I could buy 
one! So he sent me one with an invoice, 
I remember thinking I better like this 
thing. And I did, we all did.

“I’ve been wondering what’s the catch, 
why isn’t everybody riding one of these, 
but it’s that same old thing, people are 
like sheep, they just follow.”

A TWEAK OR TWO
Kiwi’s lifetime of riding enduro did 
allow him to sort, surprisingly quickly, 
the Gas Gas’ odd foible – stuff that leads 
to a bad reputation, but actually isn’t as 
bad as it might seem.

First mod Kiwi makes is to replace the 
starter button. The factory-fitted button 
hates power washers and fails almost 

immediately. So Chris replaces this with 
an £8 aftermarket kill button that you’ll 
find looks very similar to those on KTMs 
etc. He gets immediate reliable starting 
for doing that.

Next job is to thread lock all the 
fasteners on the bike, otherwise they 
will vibrate loose (Kiwi: ‘you wonder 
whether they only do them up finger-
tight at the factory?!). This was, of 
course, a job all enduro riders used to 
do religiously (along with greasing the 
steering head and swingarm bearings), 
but given more stringent attention by 
most manufacturers – or is it attention 
given at build-up / PDI at the retailers – 
has fallen from common usage.

SECOND MOD IS A SKIM OF THE HEAD.
“It makes the power come on sooner, 
but actually smoother as well. As it was, 
standard, the power came in later and 
too strong, which upset the handling 
as well, making the bike awkward to 
launch out of corners and a bit tricky on 
jumps.”

Last mod is a minor tweak to the 
shock, details of which Kiwi wouldn’t 
immediately divulge – but will do for 
customers!

“In all it would probably cost less than 
£200 for the button, the shock mod 
and head skim and a tube of thread 
lock. And then the bike is truly ready to 
race, super-competitive, and for a big 
saving on what you might be spending 
elsewhere.”
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w SO, THE TEST
There’s no question the ECs – I rode 
the 250 and 300 – are race bikes first 
and foremost. The development of 
these models clearly looks to have 
been along the lines of optimisation 
for competition, there’s nothing here 
that says ‘trail’. The bikes come with full 
power, delivered by that 38mm PWK 
Keihin through the V-Force 4 reed while 
spent gasses come firing out of the FMF 
expansion chamber and Powercore 2.1 
silencer. You premix the fuel, there’s 
no auto-lube. The electric starter is 
about the only concession to creature 
comforts, yet there’s still a kickstart 
(old school / hard core enthusiasts 
will delight). And boy is it light. It’s 
something like 13-kilos lighter than a 
four-stroke (say WR250F) and you really 
notice that.

Only all that race prep doesn’t make 
these bikes aggressive. Far from it, the 
power is progressive, almost stepless. 
It’s up to you how deep you want to go 
into that power. Likewise the chassis 
set up is superbly neutral. The Kayaba 
suspension doesn’t sink, but it stays 
supple, riding high unless hitting big 
stuff, and linked with the very natural 
turn-in that the geometry provides it’s 
easy to feel very much at home very 
quickly. So you belt along the straights 
confident that the Kayabas will deal 
with all the issues, big and small, while 

 enduro

also knowing that cornering is again a 
no surprises affair. The bike just gets it 
done. 

The ergos, likewise, are exactly at the 
peak of enduro bike development, with 
a flat saddle that gets you as far forward 
as you need, while the bars are neither 
too high nor too low, I didn’t want 
to change a thing. And that Magura 
hydraulic clutch is feather-light so no 
fatiguing the rider there. 

These bikes had been modded by Kiwi 
as he described and yes that head skim 
worked for me, the slow clubman, as 
well as it does for the expert. The expert 
will appreciate that sweet-even rush 
into the powerband, I just like that it 
doesn’t have a sudden uncontrollable 
surge as it gets on pipe, which would 
have me short-shifting to avoid the 
surprise.

I noted that the Gassers now come 
with tool-less air filter access through 
the sidepanel, as per KTM, which is also 

Gas Gas EC250/300
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spot-on. Kiwi had drilled three holes 
in the panels on his bikes and says this 
helps with the top end, as before the 
Gassers had seemed to run out of puff 
– so, yes, they just needed to breathe 
easier.

As ever, you have that choice, do you 
go for the quick rev and linear feed of 
the 250 – a natural born racer – or do 
you prefer the torque and sheer pull 
of the 300? Rung out, the 300 would 
probably be fearsome, but you can 
short-shift and just use the bottom 
end. This is classic two-stroke enduro, 
and it’s meant to be on account this is 
exactly what works, and has worked 
for decades, in this environment. In 
the end I couldn’t make up my mind – 
maybe, just maybe I’d pick the EC250 
(and learn to ride properly and not be so 
lazy).

THE BOTTOM LINE
The feeling is Gas Gas has purposely 
made the ultimate two-stroke enduro 
racer. KTM/Husqvarna’s move to fuel 
injection has split opinions. Some love 
it – typically trail riders who love the 
sheer ease, and fuel economy – some 
struggle with it, and there are stories 
of weak midrange and bogging and 
there’s been issues with components 
failing (not so much the FI as other parts 
on the bikes). And FI on a two-stroke (at 
this stage) is not so easy to tune. 

So the Gas Gas takes us back to 
the peak of two-stroke enduro 
development prior to FI. The use of 

quality components with decades-
long histories of performance and 
reliability underscore its competence. 
And being a premix, carbed two-stroke, 
it’s a doddle to work on, unencumbered 
by the electro-wizardry and all the oil 
tanks, plumbing, pumps and injectors 
of an auto-lube motor. Meaning 
workshop time is likely to be a lot 
more pleasant – and ultimately less 
expensive.

Now imagine putting that bike to 
market with KTM’s brand marketing – 
and maybe a little tune up on finishes 
here and there – you can imagine 
the sheep, sorry, people of the enduro 

paddock seriously jumping to grab one. 
Especially given the price point. Just to 
reiterate that point, in the UK a 300EXC 
TPI sells for £8649 while the EC300 asks 
for just £7200. Yep, it stands to be even 
more of a winner.

Only will Pierer Mobility AG let it live 
on? Can Austria accept the Spanish 
engineering genius, or will the workers 
in Salt be reduced to producing TPI 
clones? Only time will tell. But for now, 
if you’re looking for an honest, super-
completive two-stroke competition 
enduro, here’s the solution you may 
well have overlooked!     

Gas Gas EC250/300

GAS GAS EC200/300 RANGER
There was this one other bike we rode in 
Suffolk. The £6000 Ranger. It’s Gas Gas’ 
version of the Beta X-Trainer, or KTM’s 
Freeride. Like those models it takes down 
the EC’s competitive edge a notch or two, 
and brings down the seat height too.
Only with the lightly-modded EC300 
engine it does maintain a fair dollop 
of performance. Just how capable the 
Ranger is was recently demonstrated 
by Nieve Holmes who rode her lightly-
modified (by Kiwi) Ranger to a podium 
finish in the Women teams event at the 
2019 ISDE. This bike is very capable.
“It’s also an ideal school bike,” explained 
Kiwi. “Because of its lower seat height 
it means trainees can always get their 
foot to the floor which means when they 
typically stall in the middle of a corner 
they just stop, they don’t fall down, and 
they don’t break a lever! More importantly 
by not falling they maintain their 
confidence and so learn quicker.
“Initially, especially with guys, there’s a 
reluctance to ride the Ranger, they just 
want to the full-size ECs, but once they 
ride it and see just how easy it is to ride, 
and how well it goes, they soon all want 
to ride on it. I’m seriously considering 
turning over my training fleet to being 
entirely Rangers.
“And it converts so well into a racer. For 
Nieve’s bike I swapped the forks and 
tuned the shock and she flies on it, she 
can match my lap times here that I set on 
the EC300. It’s been a much better match 
for her than the 250 four-stroke she rode 
before.”  

w
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rally-raid careers away 
from two wheels (with, 
it has to be said, only 
limited success) it has 
become a bit of a free-for-
all. 

The first people to ‘blame’ for all this 
unpredictability are the bike manufacturers, 
who saw the switch to South America as an 
excellent way of promoting their products 
in a huge emerging market. Honda are a 
prime example. To get round import tariffs 
they make an awful lot of small capacity 
bikes on that continent and the HRC factory 
team actually used to be financed by Honda 
South America. Yamaha, with their long 
involvement in rally-raid were tempted 
back into the fold for similar reasons, while 

S
o who’s going to win the next Dakar? 
Just a few year’s ago that used to be 
such a simple question to answer: 
either Cyril Despres or Marc Coma. 

Incredibly for an event with such massive 
global TV coverage, they were the only ones 
getting paid enough to be able to focus 100% 
on the job in hand. They were riding the only 
bike built 100% for the job and between them 
they shared the spoils for 10 straight years.

Even before their reign there weren’t that 
many candidates and statistics show if you 
won it once there was a good chance you’d 
go on to win it a shed load times more: 
Stephane Peterhansel 6 wins, Cyril Neveu 5, 
Edi Orioli 4, Richard Sainct 3. In 41 editions 
that’s 28 wins by just six riders. But since 
Coma/Despres left the scene to further their 

Our other man in Dakar, Chris Evans (working with the organisers, 
ASO), looks at the runners and riders for the 2020 edition in Saudi 
Arabia, and even goes so far as to make a prediction.

Images: KTM, Husqvarna (Sebas Romero), Monster Energy

ARABIAN KNIGHTS
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w the race’s amazing cost effectiveness 
compared with any other form of 
global reach motorsport also made it 
irresistible for the likes of Sherco and 
Hero.

Obviously all these factory teams 
need professional riders, hence the 
explosion of people getting paid to 
make attempting to win the Dakar a full 
time job. According to Dakar organiser 
ASO’s own ‘Elite Riders’ list there’s 19 
of them. Some of them could rightfully 
be considered a bit marginal for an 
overall win but all of them are capable 
of winning a stage. And there’s quite 
a few people who’ve won the Dakar 
without winning any stages at all…

The irony of course is that while 
there is no longer any one rider who’s 
a clear favourite – the winningest 
rider currently in activity is Toby 
Price with a puny two victories to his 
name – the influx of teams and pilots 
hasn’t managed to knock KTM off their 
perch. This year (2019) the Austrian 
manufacturer won the last edition to 
be held in South America to chalk up 
a staggering 17 victories on the trot. 
The law of averages says they can’t 
keep doing this forever but a quick tour 
around the other teams suggests they 
still looking awfully strong.

Yamaha: once again there’s been a 
change of management with ex-French 
enduro rider Marc Bourgeois now running 
the show. Undoubtedly competent, he has 
never competed in rally-raid and has little 
managerial experience in the discipline. 
Their riders are all good but only Adrien 
Van Beveren has ever looked like a 
potential winner and since his crash while 
leading the Dakar two years ago he has 
struggled to return to form.
Honda: with Joan Barreda, Kevin 
Benavides and Ricky Brabec they have 
three potential winners but something 
always seems to go wrong. Brabec 
blew his engine while leading last year 
and they have a tendency to pick up 

unnecessary penalties. There was the 
time a couple of years ago when they 
all went off to refuel in the middle of 
a special which, despite what many 
said at the time, was, I think, a genuine 
mistake, but they picked up another 
three hours this year on the Silk Way 
rally when it was obvious they were 
going to get caught out. The problem 
is that now everybody is looking at 
them very closely…
Sherco: Johnny Aubert is no spring 
chicken but the French manufacturer’s 
new signing went well in October’s 
Rally du Maroc. Both he and Mika 
Metge could win a stage but the 
team has nowhere near the budget 
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All trips are priced at £560 (payable to ABTA bonded and ATOL 
protected UK travel agency S&N Pickford). Price includes 3 

days riding, 2 nights half-board accommodation, loan of road 
book and road book reader, support vehicle and driver, an 

opener and sweeper and a classy T-shirt. Please don't hesitate 
to contact us if you would like any further information. 
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18/19/20 November Normandie

ROAD BOOK ENDURO TOURS 
IN FRANCE DATES FOR 2020

Chris Evans, Sport Adventure  
Tel: 0033 662 487190 

chris.evans@sport-adventure.com 
www.sport-adventure.com

w of their rivals and their engines have 
historically had a tendency to go pop. 
They’ve been working on them but this 
Dakar is promising to be high-speed 
which will really put them to the test.
Hero: have a lot less pressure than 
the others and theirs seems a happy 
team, well run by its boss Wolfgang 
Fischer. The bike is a bit long in the 
tooth, but they continue to develop it 
while waiting for an engine to replace 
what started life as a Kymco / BMW 
enduro unit. Goncalvez looks much 
more relaxed than he did when he was 
at Honda and could win stages and 
why not, if everybody else gets stressed 
out, finish on the podium. Pity his 
teammate Oriol Mena won’t be with 
him this year.
Which leaves KTM / Husqvarna. In 
the dim and distant past the whole 
team went out with a batch of dodgy 
bearings, allowing Richard Sainct to 
win on a BMW, but they are so much 
more professional these days. And they 

have the riders. By all accounts it is going 
to be much faster and sandier in Saudi 
Arabia and both Toby Price and Sam 
Sunderland are very good in that kind of 
going. Toby’s wrist still isn’t great but that 
didn’t stop him winning last year when 
it was much worse. Sam is also on form 
having just won the FIM Cross-Country 
world championship. Walkner might be 
more discreet but he is a proven winner 
too.  Their biggest ‘threat’ – and the team/
riders they would almost be happy to 
‘lose’ against – must come from Husky 

ALL THESE FACTORY TEAMS 
NEED PROFESSIONAL 
RIDERS, HENCE THE 
EXPLOSION OF PEOPLE 
GETTING PAID TO MAKE 
ATTEMPTING TO WIN THE 
DAKAR A FULL TIME JOB

mounted Pablo Quintanilla and Andrew 
Short. Quintanilla was fighting for the 
lead until he crashed on the last day in 
2019 and while he is still in a bit of pain 
he really wants a win. Andrew Short, the 
quiet American, is also looking good. He 
keeps saying that he lacks the experience 
and speed of the others but that didn’t 
stop him winning his first stage on this 
year’s Silk Way and following that up with 
the overall on the Rally du Maroc. Who 
knows, a brand new country and road 
books in the morning for certain stages 
might just even things up enough to give 
him a chance. 

So, in answer then to the original 
question – it could be anyone of nine 
or 10 riders. For the purposes of internet 
betting – something I’ve never actually 
managed to work out how to do – I’ll go 
for a top three of Price, Sunderland, Short. 
Is that what’s called a sweepstake? Do I 
get more money if I give the order? I do. 
OK let’s say Sunderland, Short, Price. I’ve 
got no idea why. 



w
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CRAIG’S LIST

 adventure

T
he Dakar rally bike is a legend in 
its own right. The huge tanks, 
navigation tower and low slung 
pipe rouse some strange, irrational 

desire to throw caution, bank balance and 
common sense to a desert wind, climb 
aboard and chase a 6x6 truck over a sky 
scraper of a sand dune. 

Or at the very least line it up in the 
garage with the rest of them, dreaming 
of the day you’re fit enough, fast enough, 
and have sufficient holidays or brownie 

points to join the ranks of desert racers in 
the punishingly long stages of a multi day 
international event through a sea of sand. 

They invoke stories of suffering and 
survival, of near misses, yet triumphs 
and of grown men and women crying, 
hopefully on a finish line. And obviously 
they’re not at all slow, typically the 
pinnacle of years of factory development. 
Moto GP meets Motocross, but built to 
stand the rigours of a full season crammed 
into one or two weeks. 

And this one’s mine. 

We’ve covered my Dakar story in previous 
RUSTs (and in my RUST online Blog), 
but to briefly summarise my two-year 
whirlwind, I’ve so far journeyed twice 
through the Sahara on a modified and 
meticulously prepared Husky FE450, 
arguably the cream of the current big 
four-banger crop. We took a bog standard 
enduro bike, whipped it into FIM Enduro 
Cup fettle and entered it into the 2018 

Rally Du Maroc, a round of the FIM Cross-
Country Rallies Championship and almost 
podiumed. 

Then rebuilt it and did it all again, 
returning to the Sahara early 2019 for the 
Merzouga Rally and very nearly got on the 
podium then too. Always the bridesmaid. 
There were a good few occasions where, 
flat out and hanging off the back of a very 
well sorted 450 enduro bike I was shown 
a set of heels by a proper rally bike. We’re 
about to find out why. 

2020 Husqvarna FR450
Rallye du Maroc and Merzouga Rally completed, our man Craig 
Keyworth is off to the Dakar Rally! But his humble converted 
Husky FE450 was never going to cut it at the big show. So he 
got one of these! And in case you wondered what a pro rally 
bike looks like under the hood, Craig’s giving us a tour…

Words: Craig Keyworth & Images: JB 
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A 450 AND A HALF…
To give them their full titles the enduro bike is a Husqvarna FE450, mine 
a 2019. The rally bike is the latest 2019/2020 model Factory Rally Replica: 
the FR450. It’s easy to look at the stats. My FE450 puts out 45hp, renowned 
as being an animal, the choice of big lads and fast motocrossers, the pick 
of the serious racer or the quickest of greenlaners. I found it wanting 
in the desert, and have been taking liberties with it since my return. A 
silky pussycat with an almost endless capacity to drift the rear – and 
murder tyres. The headline stat here is that the FR produces in the order 
of 72hp. More than 50% more! It would be easy to finish this story here, to 
underline that the legacy of the ever growing capacity and speed of Dakar 
bikes in the mid 90s has failed to be abated by the limit to 450cc, but it’s so 
much more than that. So much more.

We’re obviously talking about one, or two 
(now three technically...) brands of bike here, 
but this is really the only full blown factory 
rep available direct from a factory. For sure 
there are contenders, but currently the only 
other real option aside from a self build is 
the Drag’on Yamaha satellite type set up. To 
own one of these Husqvarnas puts you in 
a pretty exclusive club. Whether there are 
actual rules, guidelines or any hierarchy to 
the obtaining of one will remain a mystery 
even after having bought one, but suffice to 
say the order form has a requisite space for 
your international race licence number. So 
not necessarily a first come first served kind 
of thing. 

The engine is based on the ‘normal’ FE450 
enduro bikes, but the spec is wildly more 
exotic. Whether my factory rep is entirely 
the same as Toby, Sam and Simon’s is 
unknown and of little concern to me, the 

KTM rally engine has more finishes to its 
name than any other. You’re starting to buy 
your own luck. Hopefully. Certainly this is my 
sentiment. 

The actual spec is somewhat unprinted, but 
what we do know is that the crank, con-rod 
and piston are significantly re- and over-
engineered, the head is a world apart and 
the inlet manifold, throttle body and plenum 
chamber (which were calling the bit between 
the filter and the throttle body) is straight 
from the book of building race engines. Look 
at any F1 engine, Le Mans winning Porsches 
or high-revving, screaming engines in 
competition of any nature and you’ll see a 
similar scene. I’ve massive hands, but can 
almost fit one into the throttle body. This 
thing steals oxygen from bystanders when it’s 
running. The through put of air is obscene. 
The Akrapovic pipe, underslung, naturally, 
could house small dogs.

FACTORY REP
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w FUEL, AND  
MORE FUEL
The pipes are generally so on 
account of the rear tank. The whole 
rear of the bike, where your average 
air box, battery tray and rear fender/
number boards and pipe are is 
given over to the carriage of fuel. 
The rear tank holds 16 litres and is 
served by its own pump, a switch 
on the bars selecting whether you’re 
drawing from this rear or one of the 
9-litre fronts, which are sided and 
again have their own pump, with 
super trick carbon fibre protector 
too. 

The frame is a double lattice type 
set up. I doubt this is purely a legacy 
of the transition from the 690 days – 
simply a snooty relic to distinguish 
a rally bike from a lesser brethren, 
I’d suggest its more to allow the 
retention of the huge top-fed inlet. 
I’d say the latter as the motocross 
frames are more than man enough 
to take the stresses of the rally bike 
(as per the Drag’on bikes which use a 
modified WR-F frame to fine effect). 
Whatever, the frame is stunning 
and the upper lattice also means 
there’s no need for a lower cradle, 
which means more room for the 
underslung two-litre water tank, 
integral to the huge carbon skid 
plate and is also the best place for a 
‘useless’ 2kg – nice and low. It does 
mean the transition to a ‘stressed 
engine’ set up, where the engine 
takes an element of the forces 
transiting through the chassis.

SWB
Rally bikes of old were a good deal longer 
wheelbase than a standard enduro model. To 
counter lateral movement induced by high speed/
huge (relative) power and in a bid to mitigate the 
high-speed tank slapper type crashes, but this 
latest incarnation is no longer than my standard 
FE. It fits great in the van, but more usefully 
handles like an enduro bike.

NON-TRICK WHEELS?!
I do like trick looking wheels. Yet you’ll notice 
that pretty much all of the top riders on these 
Husqvarna/KTM’s use the ‘standard’ fare. Cast hubs, 
c/w cush drive (rubber mounted) sprockets, plain 
gauge spokes and DID rims. You probably can’t 
go wrong with this for longevity. I’d suggest this 
is probably exclusive to the rally bikes. I doubt it’s 
contractual. Again, good enough for Toby Price 
means good enough for me. 
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WORKS SUSPENSION
I’d been warned I might find the larger, 
longer, heavier rally bikes a handful, 
suggestive that my progress on the enduro 
bike may be related to its featherweight and 
pin sharp handling against the big bikes 
in the desert (these warnings from folk 
who were possibly unaware of my love of 
inappropriate use of a BMW GS at enduro 
tracks and up mountains). First impressions 
alleviated any worries. No one has told 
this bike it’s supposed to be a big unit, and 
we instantly gelled. The cone valve forks 
are silky smooth. I’m often a bit negative 
towards big spends on dirt bike forks, to a 
point I’d decided that forks were forks and 
your average Joe, or Craig, weren’t really 
pushing enough to warrant an upgrade over 
and above what a quick re shim and a decent 
service, or service schedule would deliver. 
They’re standard on this beast though, and 
I’m happy to be proven wrong. Sublime. 
You’ll still do better spending money on the 
gym, a service and a day with instruction 
from a pro, but if you’ve ticked those boxes, 
treat yourself to posh suspension. YOLO.

THE CONTROL TOWER
Perhaps the most fundamental part of 
the ‘look’ of a rally bike is the navigation 
tower. This one’s a beauty. An arcing 
flow of stunningly hand laid carbon 
fibre, with a pair of LED lights and 
finished with a clear, almost run of the 
mill Perspex clear shroud. It mounts to 
the headstock via some pretty healthy 
size M12s and houses my road book 
– a bespoke item – and the rather 
low tech standard idiot light bulbs for 
fuel, ignition, lights and oil pressure 
warning. To the top of the tower 
is a space designed around ERTF’s 
repeaters, and I’ve gone for the pretty 
pro set up of dual speedocap multi 
repeaters, which I can scroll through for 
COG (heading), ODO, speed, waypoint 
numbers etc – all info it repeats, in 
larger letters for viewing ‘at pace’, from 
the handlebar mounted UNIK 2 rally 
controller, which has GPS, but doesn’t 
tell me any of it, instead I interpret the 
paper road book, old school style. 

TO SAUDI…
And there it is, hopefully 
around about mid January, 
this one will have just over 
8,000km on that odo and it’ll 
have transitioned from an 
amazing piece of machinery 
parked in my workshop, 
to my Dakar bike, which 
I’ll never sell. It needs to 
be ridden though. It’s no 
ornament this... 

JB: You can follow Craig’s 
progress online as we’ll post 
daily updates through our 
website and social media 
throughout the rally   
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ALPINESTARS A-8 LIGHT 
BNS CHEST PROTECTOR
Contact: www.alpinestars.com
RRP: £109.99

Protection is a hot topic here at RUST, probably on account of our 
age – we feel the knocks. Warren has strong views on chest and back 
protectors and generally goes for full upper body protection: chest, back, 

shoulders and elbows. Now I’d like to follow suit but so often a full set gets me 
too hot, the elbow protectors induce arm pump and, honestly, I resent looking 
like a Ninja Turtle.

So I go lighter – just chest and back – and ride with a lot of reserve! More 
often than not this means I’m riding with Alpinestars lightest of chest 
protectors, the A1 – kit so light Alpinestars themselves rate it only as a roost 
guard. But being ultra lightweight and super-vented it is comfortable, 
unobtrusive and so immediately wearable. And its better that I wear 
something than nothing at all. 

But now I’ve an alternative that offers more protection for just a little trade-
off of more heat and bulk: the A8 Light BMS Chest Protector. It’s the same 
simple concept as the A1 – just front and back panels – but those panels are 
longer and wider, offering more coverage, alas with less venting.

The spec reads like such specs do – a foreign language. Apparently its 
constructed from robust polymer performance blend and triple layer EVA 
compound padding, which loosely means plastic with foam padding. I’m not 
complaining. What I do like is it’s body hugging and unobtrusive and it feels 
protective. If I were to wear Alpinestars’ BNS neck protector then it would 
integrate with that too.

It’s rated as MX kit, so I wear it on cooler days riding off-road, but where I’ve 
found it best suited is for adventure. Generally adventure jackets come with 
arbitrary back protectors Velcro’d into the back panel. They never feel right, 
they move around and make the jacket look a bit rubbish. So I take them out, 
and the A8 is just the right substitute. It offers decent length of spine coverage 
without poking into the waist of your pants. Meanwhile I’m usually quite 
happy with the D30-type protectors my jackets offer in terms of shoulder and 
elbow protection, so the two systems work perfectly together.

As age has crept upon me I find I’m taking protection ever more seriously 
(age and unfortunate experiences that is), so I’ll wear that A8 even for road 
rides now as it is that comfortable and unobtrusive and again such protection 
is invaluable even there.

For my enduro riding though, I think I need to step it up a little more, so I’ll 
wear the A1 and A8 for now but I’ll be investigating a more comprehensive 
set-up for 2020.
Jon Bentman

Note: The A8 Light has recently been delisted. Its replacement is the A-4 Max 
which adds a little more side rib protection but also a lot more venting. Sounds 
perfect. RRP: £139.99



BMW 
R1250GS 
RALLYE
BMW has dominated the adventure market 
with its GS for some 40 years. How does 
BMW stay aead? Little steps, year after year 
(and the odd big stride!)
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ADVENTURE BMW R1250GS RALLYE

Quick spin

Words: JB  Images: Markus Jahn

U
p to the point where Clint flipped his 
brand new BMW R 1250 GS Rallye TE/
HP into the Manx hedge he’d looked very 
impressive. And to be fair, that flip was 
pretty impressive too. Riding the KTM 1290 

Super Adventure R (long termer) I’d been impressed just 
how easily Clint and his BMW had shadowed me around 
the first third of the Adventure Spec IoM 500 lap, on road 
and dirt. 

Clint had obviously thought he had some speed to 
spare, so had sailed past me up this rocky two-track, but 
a momentary lapse of concentration – or just sheer bad 
luck – had seen the GS skid sideways then flip. Luckily 
for Clint he slid off uninjured, and even more luckily for 
him the GS (just a few hundred miles old) landed wheels-
upwards in a super-cushioning hedge. But for one crack 
in the beak, the odd scrape and a broken indicator the GS 
sustained no damage. A lucky escape. Both Clint and the 
BMW continued as if nothing had happened, whipping 
along. For sure he’s a better rider than I, but equally his 
BMW had no issues with hanging with the mighty KTM 
despite the difference in claimed power outputs. On all 
accounts I was impressed.
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w THE 1250 GS
After a season on the KTM 1290 I was 
then very happy to get a chance to 
sample an identical-to-Clint’s R 1250 
GS Rallye TE/HP model (new in 2019) 
for myself while at the recent BMW 
Motorrad International GS Trophy 
Female Team Qualifier in Malaga. The 
TE sits pretty much at the top of the GS 
tree (Adventure models aside), being the 
top-spec of five variants the come to 
the UK, with upgraded ESA (electronic 
suspension adjustment) and DTC 
(dynamic traction control). 

It would seem BMW has been 
canny. With super-stringent Euro 5 
looming (01.01.2020) and with their 
adv-opposition having been calling 
bragging rights over max horsepower 
numbers, BMW dealt with both 
annoyances in the one upgrade. They 

didn’t actually trump the oppo’ on 
power – KTM’s 160hp 1290 is a tough 
one to better – but the hike from 123 to 
136hp has at least put the BMW back in 
the frame for super-advs. Not that any 
adventure bike needs all this power, 
unless you’re given to racing Porsches 
along autobahns there’s no need for 
even 100hp – which is where Honda’s 
Africa Twin lives quite happily. But from 
a marketing perspective it obviously 
does no harm, more is more.

The extra power comes via a capacity 
increase (from 1170 to 1254cc) which 
in turn comes via a bore and stroke job 
(101x73mm up to 102.5x76mm). Added 
to this is a new camshaft setup, called 
Shift Cam, whereby one (gentle) cam 
lobe bears on the valves during low 
engine speeds and a second (more 
aggressive) cam lobe then moves in 

once the engine starts to really sing. 
This must help with emissions testing 
as well, as combined with some clever 
ECU mapping you can imagine both 
low- and high-speed performance and 
emissions must be well optimised.

The latest update also brings a new 
TFT screen (in full colour, and with 
Connectivity) to the entire GS range, 
and full LED lighting. Not to mention 
– given the now de rigueur IMU – such 
perks as hill start assist, and a new one 
on us: dynamic brake control, where the 
bike shuts the throttle for you during 
heavy braking.

Downside to all this more is the more 
that is weight, for the 1250 GS is 5kg 
heavier than the 1200 GS, at 249kg.
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w SPANISH FLY
I’ve ridden many GSs. The 650s 
(Funduro through to Sertão), the 
800s, the 1150, the first 1200, then the 
TU 110hp twin cam upgraded 1200, 
then each of the water boxers. They 
are like ‘home’. And at first glance 
these 1200/1250s are a stately home 
at that, given their sheer size and the 
high number of fancy add-ons. To 
the uninitiated they look improbable 
motorcycles, for touring let alone off-
road. 

The 1250 GS is then much like its 
predecessor. The frame and chassis 
are pretty much unchanged for the 
new model, so it should feel the same. 
And while there’s more power, the 
hike hasn’t dramatically changed the 
characteristics of that power. Like 
GSs before, you get a good wallop of 
everything from bottom end to top. 
Actually, early 1200GSs – from 2004-
09 – didn’t have the top end, the 2010 
twin cam motor changed that. The 
subsequent 2013-onwards Water Boxers 
(water-cooled GSs) added to that top 
end hit. This latest, 1250 GS, just adds 
yet more. 

It’s actually very impressive just 
how strong this motor is – give it full 
throttle and it is fully fast, like a road 
racer, you cannot imagine needing 
any more. It feels the equal to the KTM 
1290 – honestly, only by back-to-back 
testing (drag racing?) would you be able 
to measure the difference. Like others, 
I found it impossible to detect the 
operation of the Shift Cam, the motor is 
as smooth as it is powerful and there’s 
no sudden change or lurch as the GS 
swaps in a micro-instant from one cam 
lobe to the next. Damn clever.

Somebody somewhere once said 
power is nothing without control 
(sounds very RUST), and that’s never 
been more true than with super-advs. 
And it’s here that there’s this unique 
ace-card only the GS can play – it’s that 
Boxer motor. Even in this super-sized 
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AND THAT IS WHY 
SOCIAL MEDIA IS 
INUNDATED WITH 
FLASH HERBERTS 
DOING FEET-
UP SKIDS AND 
POWER SLIDES 
ON BIG GSs – 
BECAUSE IT’S SO 
DAMN SIMPLE
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offering it has something of an effect 
like a tightrope walker’s pole, it balances 
the bike – perhaps more than that, it 
keeps the centre of mass and all the 
reciprocating parts low down, so that 
most of the 249kg must be around your 
ankles rather than immediately under 
your crotch, as it seems with other 
bikes. Having come from the KTM, that 
shift in CoG feels very apparent. The 
KTM is tall and with that V-twin motor 
everything is up high. On the GS, while 
the saddle height is similar, everything 
else is low (an effect KTM has looked to 
achieve with the pannier tank equipped 
790 Adventure). And so the motor 
is there very much helping you in 
managing that weight and the 136hp on 
tap. Kind of like a co-pilot.

And that is why social media is 
inundated with flash herberts doing 
feet-up skids and power slides on big 
GSs – because it’s so damn simple. 
Your kid sister – never been on a bike 

before – could power slide a 1250GS 
within minutes of being familiarised 
with throttle-clutch control. Somewhere 
between the innate balance the boxer 
engine brings and the clever, careful 
measuring of available power, the GS is 
a surprisingly easy bike to ride. And it’s 
this balance which helps make it such 
an effective off-roader (ruts permitting).

Bombing around a quarry near Malaga 
on this latest 1250 GS I was again struck 
by just how user-friendly the GS is 
off-road. It flatters your skills. Only it 
probably pays not to get too cocky. We 
were doing some panning shots for the 
photography, looking to kick up some 
dust for dramatic effect, and by heck 
could that 1250 motor punch it out. It 
fair roared and I doubt there’s a tyre 
yet made that could survive more than 
a dozen or so such passes – this beast 
shreds. You could also launch yourself 
into a world of extreme pain if you let 
such behaviour go to your head. Some 

250-kilos is way too much to have barrel 
rolling beside you down a trail (ask 
Clint). So while the GS is just the most 
awesome experience when it comes 
to skids (brake and power) it’s as well 
to be mindful especially as the going 
gets lumpy. And it’s just as well that 
the GS’s ABS brakes and well-balanced 
suspension package keep everything 
mostly under control.

CRUISING
Like the most demonic poker player 
ever, the 1250 GS just keeps laying down 
aces. First ace: it’s got road race power. 
Second: it’s got super-light handling (for 
its size). Third: it’s great off-road. But it 
has a fourth and final ace, too: it tours 
sublimely. Somehow, that same seated-
standing position that works so well 
off-road (wide bars, lowish enduro pegs, 
narrow mid section, flat highish seat), 
also works for comfortable touring. And 
if the rallye saddle on the HP model isn’t 

BMW R 1250 GS RALLYE TE
ENGINE: air-liquid cooled DOHC four-
valve flat-twin cylinder four-stroke 

DISPLACEMENT: 1254cc

BORE & STROKE: 102.5 x 76mm

MAX POWER: 100kW (136hp) @ 7750rpm

MAX TORQUE: 143Nm @ 6250rpm

FUELING: EFI

STARTER: Electric 

TRANSMISSION: Six-speed gearbox, oil 
lubricated clutch

FRAME: two section frame, load bearing 
engine 

FRONT SUSPENSION: BMW Motorrad 
Telelever, 37mm stanchion, 190mm travel 

REAR SUSPENSION: BMW Motorrad 
Paralever, 200mm travel 

WHEELS / TYRES: 120/70-19”, 170/60-17” – 
wire spoke wheels 

BRAKES: Two front discs 305mm four-
piston calipers, Rear disc 276mm twin-
piston caliper; ABS

SEAT HEIGHT: 850-870mm

WHEELBASE: 1525mm

GROUND CLEARANCE: NA

WEIGHT: 249kg (fueled)

FUEL CAPACITY: 20 litres

CONTACT: www.bmw-motorrad.com

PRICE: UK £17,170

  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

ADVENTURE
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comfortable enough – and it’s not half 
bad – then you can opt for BMW’s usual 
two-part saddle which is super-plush 
for both rider and pillion. The fairing 
offers good protection, too – even with 
the mini screen spec’d for the HP. And 
there’s ample room for an integrated 
pannier set to be attached. For two-
up touring in comfort it is so hard to 
beat. Obviously on this test I didn’t fully 
explore the range and comfort, but 
there’s no denying the cockpit is roomy 
and well appointed.

I like BMW’s electronics, too. That 
it offers modes that you immediately 
understand and can quickly access 
help. I even like the quickshifter on the 
BMW which works seamlessly. BMW 
really does have a good handle on the 
electronics, they were into this tech 
early, and it shows.

STAYING ON TOP
Arguably there was no call to make the 
1250. Well, there was in so much as the 
GS – like every other bike new off the 
production line in 2020 – needed to 
satisfy Euro 5. But from a competition 

standpoint, the 1200 GS was doing just 
fine. But as ever, these incremental 
improvements do all add to the package 
and not only shore-up it’s position as 
the number one super-adv, but edge it 
forwards again. 
A season on the KTM 1290 Super 
Adventure R has led to an appreciation 
of KTM’s adv-ethos. It’s damn sporty, it’s 
got a fair helping of EXC in its DNA, it’s 
pukka off-road kit, and if you’re super-
brave it can really boogie off-road. It is 
racier than the BMW, no question. Only 
I suspect that while the racy spec and 
demeanour is cool, it’s not what the 
majority of adventure riders are after. 
The rallying adventure riders maybe, 
but the touring adventure riders – and 
this looks to be the bigger market – 
don’t value the sporty advantages the 
KTM brings. The BMW is the better fit; 
it’s no more versatile I’d say, but a fair 
bit more comfortable and always, that 
superlative boxer engine prevails. The 
GS has been the super-adv king for 
going on 40 years, with this 1250 GS it’s 
going to continue to be for a fair time 
yet.  

GIVE IT FULL THROTTLE AND IT IS 
FULLY FAST, LIKE A ROAD RACER, YOU 
CANNOT IMAGINE NEEDING ANY MORE

w
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Jocelinin conversation with...

now

Here’s a story about a rider 
who went from zero to 

hero, then near-death, but 
has come back stronger and 
is making a bigger impact 
today – at nearly 50 – than 
ever. Only this rider stands 

just 5’1-1/2” and is female. 
A more intense ball of  

moto-energy you’d be hard 
pressed to find...

Interview: Jon Bentman  
Images: BMW Motorrad (Markus Jahn/VanessaBlankenagel), JB
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Jocelin Snow, an International 
GS Trophy finalist in 2018, riding in 
Mongolia with Team Ausamerica, 
will be joint-hosting BMW Motorrad’s 
tele-broadcasts from the 2020 
Oceania edition in February. Settled 
in California, although originally from 
Maine on the USA’s North East coast, 
the 48-year-old five-feet-one-and-
a-half (the half is important) moto-
phenomenon has become – not for the 
first time – an inspiration to others in 
motorcycling. 

Being short – and female – has 
meant Jocelin has faced physical and 
prejudicial barriers throughout her 
motorcycling career. She’s overcome 
not only these but serious injuries too. 
She ascended to a professional road 
racer career in the US before a crash 
at Daytona left her needing major 
reconstructive surgery to her left hand. 
This did not stop her. Sadly running 
into a concrete wall (at Willow Springs 
Raceway) did, but even months in a 
wheelchair did not quench her thirst 
for motorcycling. And now, having 
only comparatively recently discovered 
adventure motorcycling, she’s again 
blazing a trail, not on the race tracks but 
on the trails into the backcountry and 
wild lands around the world.

Only this is no solo mission. For these 
days Jocelin’s riding is about sharing 
and encouraging others to discover 
the joy and the freedom in adventure 
motorcycling. So we caught up with 
Jocelin at the recent International 
Female Team Qualifier in Spain 
– where she was mentoring the next 
wave of top-performing female GS 
riders. We wanted to know more about 
how she got here.

w

Jocelinnow
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IN HER WORDS   
I started riding pretty young, about 12 years 
old. I had my first little dirt bike that I’d bought 
myself with my $10/week paper round money 
– my folks weren’t motorcyclists – and did 
a lot of off-road, and yeah, really found my 
freedom with that. As I got older that grew 
into a sport bikes and I was riding on the 
street. And then a few more years on again 
I eventually worked my way into some off-
road racing. I did some hare scrambles and 
enduros. Then came drag racing which 
developed into road racing and that I was 
even doing professionally for a little while. 
And yeah, when I was younger I really 
enjoyed the competition.

I have a younger sister who is equally 
daredevil. She’s takes helicopters to the top of 
mountains and skis down, she’s that kind of a 
girl. But my older brother, he’s an accountant! 
He took the safe life – he’s the opposite to us! I 
think it’s the female genes in the family where 
we went a little crazy. 

Anyway, after all that racing, I started really 
reaching for new challenges and got pretty 
heavy into technical single track riding, going 
for difficult tight woods riding. But I wanted 
an even deeper challenge and so wanted to 
try this adventure motorcycle stuff. But these 
bikes are so huge and heavy. I’ve been told so 
many times, you can’t ride those bikes they’re 
too big for you.

So a while back I went to a show and they 
had a big old GS adventure bike there with all 
the boxes on and it looked so beautiful. I was 
thinking, wow, that’s my next thing, for sure 
that’s what I want to do. So I went over and 
sat on it and my feet were dangling in the air, 
miles from the floor. And I couldn’t get it off 
the kickstand. The guy running that booth 
said to me, ‘it’s a little big for you’. I walked 
away with my head hanging down. It felt like 
it was just something I was not gonna be able 
to do. It’s too big for a little girl, me being only 
five foot one and a half. 

And so I went on, I don’t know for about 
a year or so just thinking maybe that’s 
something I simply couldn’t do. Then one 
night I was scrolling through social media on 
my phone, and I saw this video of a seven-

w

w

Jocelin Snow
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showed up at the qualifier and it was – 
these words sound so little when I say this

23
women

– but it was the most amazing experience 
in my entire life
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year-old boy who had only one arm 
but was golfing at pro level. This boy 
was golfing like a pro. And it just it 
struck me, he has only one arm but he’s 
got the lick not just on the other kids, 
but the adults. He’s amazing. And as I 
scrolled through to some more stories, 
I came across this lady violinist with a 
prosthetic arm and she was playing a 
violin to concert level. 

So I got to thinking, what’s my excuse? 
I mean, what’s wrong with me? They’re 
finding their way to chase their passion 
and not letting anything get in the way. 
I went to sleep with that. I woke up 
the next morning and decided, yeah – 
remembering a year before when I saw 
that bike – I don’t have any excuses. 

FINDING PREJUDICE
So I went walking into a showroom. I 
had never, other than that day at that 
show, sat on a 1200 GS Adventure. I 
hadn’t ridden one, not even started 
one. At this time I’d had, I think, 39 

motorcycles in my life. Yeah. And so I 
go into this dealership – and this was 
2016 – and I found the bike. It was a 
1200 GS Adventure and I pushed it 
forward on the showroom floor. I’m 
like, okay, this is what I want. And so 
the owner and the sales manager were 
there and I said 

– I’d like to buy this bike. Can we 
make this happen? I’ve got my truck, 
my ramp, my tie downs and my cheque 
book. Let’s just make this happen. 

And they laughed. Like that. The 
owner walked me over to a small 
Triumph or something, around the 
other side of the showroom floor. I 
didn’t need to stop and tell him my 
resume, that I’ve been writing for 
30 years and this will be my 40th 
motorcycle – why should I? So I went 
over to them again after a few minutes 
and I showed them my cheque book 
and I said 

– Let me just explain something, if you 
look through the doors, that’s my truck, 
this is my cheque book, I’m gonna write 
you a cheque, I want the bike. I would 
like to add the BMW boxes, I want this 
whole thing. Everything that I can get for 
this bike, let’s do this. 

And he laughed. 

I left. I parked at a gas station and I had 
that dry throat you know, like oh my god, 
I’m gonna cry. So I got on my phone and 
I looked up the next closest dealership 
and I called them, I got through to the 
sales manager and I asked – and I was 
pretty choked up as you can imagine 

– Do you have to 1200 GS Adventure 
on your floor? 

– Yes M’am, I do. 
– Okay, please can I come and buy it?

Anyway, it was too late that day so 
I went home and during the week 
we arranged the price and the next 
weekend, because I decided I was gonna 

ride the motorcycle home, I took a lift 
and walked into the store and they had 
the red carpet out as they knew that I’d 
had a bad experience. And they treated 
me like a queen. I rolled out of that 
showroom and headed home the scenic 
way.

And here’s the thing. I stopped at this 
little market on the way home for a 
sandwich. There were no bikes around. 
Kind of a quiet day. And all of a sudden, 
another 1200GS Adventure rolled up. 
And, and I was looking at this thing, 
thinking what a coincidence, when I 
realised it was a woman, a tall woman 
with beautiful long dark hair, who was 
getting off this bike.  We talked and she 
told me the town she lives in. I said,

– Oh, wow. You have no idea. I just 
tried to buy a bike from the dealership 
there. 

She said – I did too.
She lives just three blocks from that 

dealership and they wouldn’t sell her a 
motorcycle either! We ride together now.

w

w
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So I’d bought the bike and I rode it 
for about a month or so – scared! I 
remember when I opened the garage 
door that next morning and I looked at 
that thing parked in the garage, I took 
like five steps back and put my face in 
my hands and was thinking, what the 
heck did I do? How am I gonna do this? 
But I remembered the story of the little 
boy and the lady and decided I was 
going to figure it out. 

I went for my first trail ride about 
four months into it, then I went down 
to RawHyde Adventure and took a 
Next Step class. I had no idea how I 
compared as a rider. But at the end of 
the class, they asked me if I would be an 
instructor and I thought well, I must be 
okay!

That kind of inspired me and so I took 
off to Alaska! I rode 12,000 miles in 30 
days. I did the Backcountry Discovery 
Routes up in Washington, Oregon, up 
through Idaho. Canada was amazing. 
And yeah, a month later I knew this 
had changed my life. I’d thrown myself 
into this adventure riding and camping 
off the bike, meeting strangers and just 
kind of putting myself out there. I had to 
think, where am I going to eat? Where 
am I going to sleep? And am I going to 
find gas? I was hooked. 

And I had figured out the bike, and 
found some tricks to get it off the 
kickstand and balance it and that was 
it. I came home and I started telling all 
my friends about adventure bikes and 
the ultimate freedom where you can 
go down any road, you can go for long 
distance, you can go camping, you can 
take a dirt trail. There are no limits, and I 
just love a life without limits.

GS TROPHY
A year in, one of my new adventure 
friends said to me that if I liked 
adventure riding then I needed to go do 
the GS Trophy. I hadn’t heard of it. 

– Explain, what is that? 
So he explained, adding that the latest 
qualifiers were coming up in two 
months. My brain was ticking over 
real fast. Yeah, no, I’m not done with 
competition. I used to do all that racing 
stuff, but... And he went on 
– Well, let me tell you something, last 
year was the first year they allowed 
women into the GS Trophy. 

And that got my attention real fast. 

It struck me, these are the times when 
women can do all kinds of things. I 
remembered being in high school and at 
graduation the Air Force came along to see 
if they could sign people up. Naturally, I 
wanted to be a fighter pilot so I got in line 
and when I got up to the front I said 
– Okay, I’m gonna sign up. I want to be a 
fighter pilot. 

The officer said – Women aren’t allowed 
to be fighter pilots. 

And that was that. Of course they are 
now. And so hearing about the GS Trophy, 
I don’t know, it kind of took me back to 
that moment. 

So I said to my buddy – Let me get this 
straight. This is only the second year? 

And he says – Yep, the women are going 
to be equals, going head-to-head against 
the men, riding the same courses. 

I said – I’m in. 

I had five weeks to train and that was 
it for the qualifier. I borrowed a piece of 
property and we built some obstacles 
that were something like the obstacles I’d 
found online. And I trained every single 
night after work, and on the weekends, up 
before it was light I was on the track and 
after it was dark I was on the track. I ate my 
lunch, ate my dinner on the track, riding-
training. And I tipped that motorcycle 
over, I mean it was laid on its side more 
than it was stood straight up, I mean, it 
was like all the time. And I got better and 
better and better and better.

So off I went to that qualifier. I was so 
scared. So, so, so scared! But I got lucky, I 
made it through. And that meant I got the 
plane ticket to South Africa to go compete 
in the International Female Qualifier. 23 
women showed up at the qualifier and it 
was – these words sound so little when 
I say this – but it was the most amazing 
experience in my entire life, even more so 
than the GS Trophy itself.

Within an hour I had 23 amazing friends, 
enjoying the camaraderie that we shared, 
the bond we had, cheering each other 
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on to the bitter end. Each day they made a 
cut and so less and less women were left 
competing. And I kept finding myself moving 
on, all the way to the finals. I couldn’t believe 
it. 

Then at the end, oh gosh, they called the 
team of three going to Mongolia. I’d finished 
fourth by just a couple of points. I was 
cheering for the winners, so happy for them 
while devastated for myself – a lot of emotion. 
Then came the announcement that they’d 
decided there was gonna be two teams, for 
the first time ever. I as good as collapsed, I was 
so elated, shocked, so mixed up with emotion! 
I can’t even talk about how awesome it was. 
And we weren’t even home for 48 hours 
before I had an email from BMW saying they 
were sending straight us back to South Africa 
to train with our team! And that was beautiful, 
too. It was such an experience. And then 
came the GS Trophy in Mongolia, of course.

INSPIRING WOMEN
Since then it has become my mission to 
inspire women, to show them how beautiful 
adventure riding can be and how they can 
find their freedom. You want to talk about 
#make life a ride? What that is to me: it’s 
freedom and passion, and scenery, and 
taking yourself out of your comfort zone, 
and discovering the unknown, and making 
friends and helping each other along the 
way... and smelling the roses, you know? 

When I was road racing professionally I 
was really young. And there weren’t a lot of 
women riding motorcycles back then. And 
so I became kind of a celebrity, I guess. I’d be 
on the six o’clock news, there’s be articles in 
the newspapers and autograph sessions. And 
I was so young, I didn’t know how to handle 
it. And I feel I was selfish. I feel like it went to 
my head. And I was like, me, me, me, me, me! 
But time passes and that little bit of fame goes 
away, and people forget who you are. And I 
grew older, and when I looked back on those 
days I was kind of embarrassed. Like: wow, 
that was my moment. I was selfish and I didn’t 
handle it right. 
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So, even before all this, I said to 
myself, if I ever get the chance to do 
something like that again, I’m going to 
be so different. I promised myself that I 
would do it differently, I wanted to do it 
in a way where I would be proud. And 
that’s when it became my mission to 
make sure that I inspire other women. 
So when the hype and the rush came in 
this time, especially from social media 
and such, I took that energy and used 
it in a positive way, pushing it back out 
there. 

I’ve always believed if opportunity 
doesn’t knock then build a door! I’ve 
guess I’ve been building doors ever 
since the GS Trophy as people have 
been knocking, offering me so many 
opportunities. Would I like to lead a tour 
in Columbia? And do I want to come 
back to South Africa and lead a tour? 
Oh, can I come to the IMS shows and 
and talk to people and do a presentation 
on the Backcountry Discovery Routes? 
The BDR guys grabbed me and said, 
would I like to be an ambassador and 
inspire people to come and ride? Are 
you kidding me?! 

This is what’s happening, with all 
these people, with all these great things. 
I’ve been given these tools to feed my 
fire and reach more women. I’m up 
on stage at a show and I’m telling my 
story. I’m at a rally and I’m showing 
photos about the GS Trophy. And word’s 
getting around and more women are 
coming to me saying – I want to ride 

a bike like that. I want to go do this GS 
Trophy. 

It’s all kind of led to here (the latest 
Female Team Qualifier in Spain). When 
it was coming up I thought I need to 
be at this woman’s qualifier because 
when I went to my qualifier, the ladies 
from the previous GS Trophy were 
there as supporters and they were so 
inspirational, so important to me. They 
knew what I was going through, they 
understood what I was feeling. And so 
I wrote to BMW Motorrad and offered 
to pay my way here, I’d take care of 
everything, I just needed to be here for 
these women. They came back to me, 
they said – we think that’s a perfect 
example of the spirit of GS. So please 
come! And you don’t have to pay!

After this I’m off to the BMW Motorrad 
international instructors academy. I’m 
not being too vocal about that because, 
to be honest with you, I’m not so sure 
how I’ll get on. I’m lacking a bit of the 
confidence that I think I should have. I 
don’t know if I’m ready and I don’t know 
if I have the skills to be an instructor. So 
why do I want to do it? I want to do it 
because of these women – and not just 
women, sometimes it’s men, sometimes 
it’s short men, sometimes tall men 
– these people are coming to me asking 
how do we do this? They’re interested 
in getting an adventure bike. What can 
I tell them? And so I want to be able to 
show them the right way. The BMW 
way. 

So I went over and sat on it and my feet 
were dangling in the air, miles from 
the floor. And I couldn’t get it off the 
kickstand. The guy running that booth 
said to me, ‘it’s a little big for you’.
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TO NEW ZEALAND!
And now I’m going to the next GS 
Trophy in New Zealand! I remember I 
was sitting in an airport when I found 
out. I was about to get on a plane to 
go to New York. I was going to talk at 
a dealer presentation about adventure 
bikes. I was sitting there waiting 
for my plane when an email came 
through on my laptop and I looked 
down and it was from BMW. It said 
– So, Jocelyn, we were wondering if 
you might be interested in being the 
video co-host to the GS Trophy in 
New Zealand for 2020? 

I don’t know if you’ve ever sat at an 
airport terminal where everybody’s 
pretty quiet. Their faces are in 
their phones or they’re sleeping or 
whatever they’re doing. And I just 
jumped up: oh my gosh, oh my gosh! 
That entire flight my face was frozen 
in this perma-smile.

What an opportunity to be able to go 
back! I don’t really think there could 
be a better job for me over there! I’m 
so, so grateful, so fortunate. And I 
am excited now to see how the new 
women’s teams develop and watch 
them climb this ladder. It’ll be so neat 
to see to someone else enjoy these 
opportunities. Then they too will 
inspire more women and then those 
women will inspire more and, you 
know, we can we can grow this!

Jocelin will be presenting the 
International GS Trophy 2020 
broadcasts with fellow American 
Shawn Thomas (who also rode the 
2018 GS Trophy, as journalist to 
Team USA).  The broadcasts will be 
accessible through BMW Motorrad’s 
social media channels including 
YouTube and Facebook as well as 
through the dedicated website www.
gstrophy.com  
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Stuff

I’m the proud owner of a new (to 
me) 2016 BMW R1200 GS Rallye. 
The Germans have certainly 

taken their time beautifying this bike, 
every aspect of the design has been 
carefully thought through, except... 
the exhaust! To me it’s so offensive 
it’s required immediate replacement, 
and to that end I’ve come across 
what I think is the classiest 
aftermarket exhaust on the market, 
the ‘DesertFox Black Coated Rallye’ 
from Dutch firm BOS exhausts. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
It’s a visual stunner. The smooth 
matt black finish is complimented 
by the blue tones of the scratch 
protector and red plastic removable 
dirt protectors in the openings. 
It’s got a sturdy feel to it, like it’s 
made for adventure. In addition the 
exhaust comes with your usual set of 
instructions, and all the nuts, bolts, 
clamps, heat shield and the unusual 
blue flange to replace the OEM one. 
The quality is obvious.

FITTING 
Just 30 mins and the job was done. 
There’s just the one important 
point: wipe the exhaust clean of any 
fingerprint stains before you fire it 
up for the first time (I’m guessing 
otherwise they’ll be there forever!).

DIFFERENCES
There’s a weight saving of 1.4kg 
with the BOS (5kg – OEM: 6.4kg). 
Aesthetically, it’s night and day 
quite literally when you consider 

the colours (black vs silver), the BOS 
knocks not only the OEM, but all 
other exhausts out of the park. On 
the performance front, you gain a 
few extra horsepower with BOS, not 
that it’s required on the Rallye. The 
sound is where it gives you goose 
bumps with more of a growl come 
snarl than a howl. The DesertFox’s 
output is pleasantly noticeable – 
loud enough but not annoying 
and most importantly sustainable 
through thousands of miles. All this 
and it’s Euro 4 complaint.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
In the grand scheme of things, 
BOS is a relatively small outfit 
run by passionate, hardworking, 
innovate souls under the helm 
of Ron Bos (since 1976). Often 
when dealing with smaller outfits, 
customer care and warranties 
can be anxiety inducing. Not 
with these guys. The first exhaust 
that was delivered to me never 
arrived. Despite its comprehensive 
packaging it had been slit open 
and the exhaust scarred by the 
brilliant Hermes courier service, 
then returned to BOS with ‘address 
unknown’. Immediately a brand new 
replacement was despatched (by a 
different courier firm). This time I 
had the tracking details and the folks 
at BOS were in touch throughout the 
process to ensure it got to me in one 
piece. 

In all a five-star product and 
service. Yep, recommended!
July Behl

BOS DESERT FOX EXHAUST 
Contact: www.bos-exhausts.company
RRP: €899 incl. VAT and Taxes
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1290 
GOES ON 
TOUR
It was high time we tested the 1290 Adventure R’s off-road credentials, 
although we were fairly certain it would be just fine. So, a long 
weekend riding on the trails in the Isle of Man? Yes, it had to be done.

T
his was meant to be a 
dirt test. We’d gone to the 
magical Isle of Man to ride 
the awesome Adventure 

Spec Challenge IoM500. That’s 500km 
(over two days) of off-and on-road 
adventure riding fun, all part of an 
ongoing roadbook rally competition. 
Only here I was on the famous TT 
course barreling down to the bottom 
of Barregarrow Hill at a modestly quick 
85mph looking at the blind left kink at 
the bottom and wondering whether I 
should, perhaps, roll off the throttle.

That’s one of those risk-reward 
scenarios. Of course I took the risk, 
and the 1290 thundered through the 
dip as it banked left, dutifully keeping 

Words: JB Images: Llewelyn Sullivan-Pavey (action) & JB
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to the left side of the road so that we 
flew off toward 13th milestone in a 
heightened state of happiness. Now 
that’s not a patch on the 140-150mph 
that the TT racers have on when they 
sweep through here; but on a big 
adventure bike, on knobblies – well, 
fair play KTM (and to the Bridgestone 
AX-41s for that matter), no issues.

Certainly as a bonding exercise 
(with the 1290) the IoM500 worked. 
Often you’ll get guys pouring scorn 
on the super-ADVs, saying ‘too big, 
not enough fun’. But when it comes 
to a one-bike-does-all they’re hard to 
beat. And nothing gets you attached 
and understanding your bike like a big 
ride.

PART THREE
LONG TERMER
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BONDING
It was a six-hour blast to the 
Heysham dock for the 2pm ferry to 
the Isle of Man. That meant a 5.30am 
wake up given I live just about the 
other end of the country. It was 
a cool morning, too, so I had the 
thermal lining in my Scott Dualraid 
suit, and I had the 1290’s heated grips 
set to max. The wee screen was in 
the up position (it’s a simple manual 
adjustment) and with that 23-litre 
tank brimmed I was only going to 
need the one refuel over the 350-
mile journey. A 1290 is a comfortable 
place to be on such a long road trip, 
certainly more commodious and 
relaxing than a 650-single. 

That said, there were stops. First at 
Thurrock services (exiting Kent), to 
link up with mate July on his 1190 
Adventure R (the 1290’s predecessor). 
Then another stop at KTM 
(Silverstone) for July to swap to the 
KTM 790 Adventure R – his choice of 
ride for the weekend. Then another 
stop at Keele services for a spot of tea 
and cake, before arriving dockside 
with a good hour in hand before the 
scheduled sailing. The 1290 simply 
stormed the journey, sitting on 85-
90mph for long distances, returning 
about 55mpg, shrinking time and 
distance. That big tank with its 250-
mile range is a damn useful thing to 
have.

Equally, there’s space aplenty on 
the 1290, so I had the huge Canon 
SLR 1DX camera and lenses in the 
tank bag; clothes, shoes and few 
odds and ends in the Giant Loop 
saddle bags; and tent, sleeping bag, 
mat and waterproofs etc in the 

Ortlieb bag on the rack. On the 1290, 
even with all that lot it looked like I’d 
packed light.

As my iPhone is now over two 
years old and is going the way all 
iPhones are programmed to do – 
playing up, losing battery life, not 
connecting etc – I wasn’t using the 
Bluetooth KTM My Ride navigation 
system (which works ace – when 
the iPhone complies) but instead a 
Tom Tom Rider 550. The Tom Tom 
does a great job of suggesting the 
best route and alerting in real time 
to likely hold-ups (if only the iPhone 
would connect…). I thought I knew a 
better option on the last back roads 
into Silverstone, but it turns out I was 
wrong and the Tom Tom right – got 
to trust to technology, eh?

FAST LAPS?
No, not fast laps. You have to respect 
that outside of the TT and Manx GP 
weeks the Island locals probably 
aren’t anticipating bike nuts to be 
trying to emulate John McGuiness 
on the otherwise plain old here-
to-there Manx roads, and while 
yes there were a few moments (as 
described earlier) we kept these to 
a minimum. And actually, riding 
slower seems to speed up circuit 
learning – with countless trips made 
to the Island I’m always trying to 
memorise the course, but yeah, I 
learn slowly.

So come Saturday morning we set 
out, now with roadbooks mounted 
and ICO Apps up and running on 
our phones (for once the iPhone 
complying), and started discovering 
the full length and breadth of 

w IT’S PROBABLY NOT A GOOD IDEA TO 
OVERLY RELY ON THE TRACTION CONTROL 
TO SAVE YOUR ASS IN EVERY SITUATION
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the Island thanks to Rallymoto’s 
impressive route plotting. 

The first off-road section was 
fantastic, a long graveled two-track 
up over the mountains (or high hills 
at least). And when I say long, the 
trail must have been at least half 
the length of the island as it started 
just outside Ballaugh and we exited 
it around Peel/Ballacraine. Quite 
something after the 500 metres at a 
bite experience of riding green lanes 
in the South East! 

Compared to say the long level 
pistes of the Kielder 500, this was 
a more technical trail, too. Rainfall 
and vehicle passage meant the two-
tracks were worn a little deeper with 
a raised grassy crown between, and 
you got occasional extreme erosion 
where heavy rains had cut bike-
swallowing gullies. And you were 
riding over often-loose rock/slate, 
plus the trail went up/down left/
right quite regularly. On the 1290, 
as with any super-ADV, there was 
something of a self-imposed speed 
limit as the potential for tyre damage 
was high – you just can’t go hitting 
rock steps at speed with a 250-kilo 
machine.

Nonetheless the 1290 was a 
doddle to ride over this. Aside 
from a fairly high centre of gravity 
(which you only notice if you swap 
to something like the new-wave 

790) it behaves pretty much like a 
regular dirt bike, probably helped 
by the 21”/18” wheels and beefy WP 
suspension. And in off-road mode 
you can happily rely on the dirt-
adjusted ABS to look after you on 
tricky descents – just make sure you 
pick a good line. But at no point was 
I struggling or wishing I was on the 
790 instead, it’s a comfortable place 
to be is the 1290 even off-road.

CAREFREE
Again, when we reverted to the road 
sections, the 1290 was the perfect 
ride. I like the high seat height – you 
see over everything – while the 
engine means you pick any speed 
and just whoosh along letting your 
subconscious do the operating. It’s 
a 158hp 1301cc behemoth, but the 
riding, thanks to all those electronic 
aids, can be pretty carefree. 

Of the bike-protection upgrades 
we had installed (see RUST #43), I 
think I only really tested the Rally 
footpegs. These are so big (but not 
too big), and so secure (no slipping) 
that they made the off-road riding 
super comfortable. Occasionally 
I heard the odd clank of a rock 
firing into the upgraded sump 
plate, but the standard one would 
have been just fine. And we were 
never challenged on remaining 
perpendicular so the hand guards 
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KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE R

n    1301cc, 158hp – it’s a Top Trumps 
ace card

n    Electronics keep a handle on all that 
power

n     Suspension is damn good – didn’t 
even look to adjust it!

n   Big tank = big miles

n     TFT screen is big bold and packs 
the info

n   21”/18” wheels allow serious tyres

n    Centrestand makes servicing and 
cleaning easy!

n   Quickshifter almost too quick

n    Hill start assist foils three-point 
turns

n    Still not sure I like the headlight 
design

IT BEHAVES PRETTY 
MUCH LIKE A 
REGULAR DIRT BIKE, 
PROBABLY HELPED BY 
THE 21”/18” WHEELS 
AND BEEFY WP 
SUSPENSION
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quick. I’m not sure whether it was me 
instinctively closing the throttle, or 
the KTM’s computer instantaneously 
throwing out the emergency safety net, 
but it was a close call. Either way, it’s a 
big call to ask the bike to save you every 
time when riding like an idiot (so don’t!).

Day two of the IoM500 brought rain, 
lots of rain. And here I really valued 
the rain option in the ride modes, it 
simply takes the stress level down a 
few notches when on the road and it 
gets by well off road too. As well, the 
heated grips came into play again. 

Wearing thin motocross gloves all I 
needed was the minimum setting to 
maintain genuine comfort. Day two, 
without doing so much photography on 
account of the rain/mist, flowed really 
nice and in the company of Clint and 
Reuben on their GSAs, we just barreled 
along (until the afternoon cake stop).

CRUISIN’
In the space of a week I’d put on the 
best part of 2000 miles on the 1290. It 
ran faultless. I adjusted the chain once 
in that time, at the end of day one at 
the IoM500 when it started clanking 
on the swingarm (ahem). After the 
long weekend in the IoM there was 
a two-hour wash down. Again, I was 
impressed just how well it cleaned 
up, Shiny Sauce and my old Karcher 
jet washer was enough. Cleaning the 
wheels I was pleased to find the spokes 
all in tension and still shining, like 
new. And for all the rock impacts, the 
rims were still round, running true, 
unmarked.

The 1290 is coming to the end of its 
tenure with us, and we’ll return it with a 
heavy heart. It’s asked for nothing over 
the months and 4000 miles we’ve had 
it, it’s made long distance work easy and 
when been directed off-road it’s been 
the proverbial pussy cat, so instinctive 
to ride, calm and deliberate when you 
want it to be, while on the odd occasion 
when I let it off the leash it turned into 
something of a wild cat, bounding and 
scrabbling up one particular climb in 
the IoM like it was an EXC. A lot of bike. 
That said I’m going to get back a lot of 
garage space when it’s gone!
Yep, the 1290 Adventure R has a lot 
more capability than we tested it over. 
It can be a struggle to get the time you 
need for those big rides, eh? Maybe next 
time. But yes, it meets KTM’s claim of 
being the most extreme adventure bike 
– while being surprisingly easy to live 
with (and operate). Maybe not a novice 
bike, but not to be feared. Big, powerful, 
playful – and rider friendly in every way. 

 

and various crash protections were 
never tested.

What I did really like were the 
Bridgestone AX-41s (see separate story), 
which were great both on- and off-road, 
as befits a 50/50 tyre. Lots of grip, even 
on wet rock, not noisy on the road and 
plenty of grip there, too – and the rear, 
after 3000+ miles looks good for a safe 
4000 miles. They’re a quality act.

THE GOOD/NOT SO GOOD
Ahh yes – keyless ignition. Turns out I 
like it! I kept the key in my jean pocket 
the whole time and just pressed the 
ignition button on and off as and when. 
I am hopeless with keys, never putting 
them in the same place twice, so to 
just leave the key in the one pocket the 
whole five days of the trip – I probably 
saved hours of search time. And keyless 
fuel cap – I like that too, both for ease 
of use and zero chance of bending/
breaking the key.

If there was one thing I could 
personally dispense with, it would be 
the hill start assist. Maybe it can be 
disabled, but I found it intrusive and 
when you’re trying to make a three-
point turn in a green lane (wrong turn 
again!) if the electronics get so much 
as gets sniff of a slope they stop you 
rolling backwards. Honestly, it’s not that 
difficult to hold a bike on either brake on 
a hill whereas the inconvenience when 
it engages exactly when you don’t need 
it is a royal pain – and embarrassment. 
That said, if I was shorter I bet I’d hold a 
different opinion.

Likewise it’s probably not a good idea 
to overly rely on the traction control 
to save your ass in every situation. I 
managed to combine a particularly 
aggressive throttle-on moment with 
a super-slick section of tar seal and 
the 1290 snapped out sideways real 
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 adventure

When you have scenery like this you 
don’t need a technical trail. The Isle 
of Man is at times unbearably serene, 
so it’s just as well the Adventure Spec 
Challenge is not a race and you can 
stop to appreciate such beauty. This is 
what you buy adventure bikes for.

IRISH SEA-NERY

TOURIST TROPHY
Back in September RUST rode the final round of the Adventure Spec 
Challenge, the IoM 500. The big finale to this three-event roadbook 

rally series, it offered probably the most technical riding, but also the 
most dramatic scenery. Something special for sure.

IoM 500

w
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Adventure Spec’s Isle of Man 500
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TOP SPEC
James Nethell makes his 
final preps to his KTM 990 
Adventure. Like many 
inductees to the Adventure 
Spec series he’s been bitten 
by the roadbook bug and 
has splashed out on F2R 
pro roadbook kit. His only 
issue was getting it, and the 
screen, to fit. A few spacers 
and all was well.

COLOUR BY NUMBERS
Ahh yes, marking up 
your roadbooks. Actually 
this was more than just 
‘painting’ (putting colours 
to the instructions for easier 
reading) – between highway 
road closures and heavy rain 
washing out sections of the 
off-road course there were 
nine amendments to make to 
the roadbook before it could 
be wound into the readers. 
All part of the roadbook fun.   

SERIOUS SINGLES
The series has seen many a 
seriously upgraded single-
cylinder trail bike, mostly 
KTM 690s and Husky 701s. 
But Stephen Clifford trumped 
them all with his old school 
rally-spec’d BMW F650 GS 
Dakar. Long range tank, 
upgraded suspension, full 
rally fairing – it was making 
even Jonathan Palmer’s 
high-spec KTM 690 Enduro 
R look average.

2

3

4
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RIDER DOWN!
Darren Williams paid JB good money not to publish this 
picture – alas it was still not enough. This is what happens if 
you pay too much attention to the cameraman and not the 
trail. However, the bike never left the track and Darren rode 
his Triumph Tiger to two almost faultless days of navigation 
to finish second in the competition (this was probably the 
moment that cost him the win!).

MOUNTAIN HIGH
Michael Robson canters along this 15-mile stretch of 
mountain trail that led south through the island from 
the event base in Ballaugh. Mostly easy riding, there 
were some tricky parts that required trials-type skills. 
On day two this trail was covered in a thick mist (in fact 
low cloud), which gave it extra atmosphere!

RIVER CRUISE
Tucked around the back 
of Ballaugh was this river 
crossing – not exactly Road 
of Bones challenging, but 
with ornamental (live) ducks 
and stunning woodland 
surrounds it was supremely 
pretty. Adam Lewis took the 
time for a good look around 
on his KTM 990 Adventure.

FOREST RANGER
The near 250km loop took 
in some forest plantations. 
In the dry it was a nice 
ride, but in the wet of day 
two you needed to take 
care, it got plenty slippery. 
Dan Preece (here) had 
entered a KTM 1290, but 
rocked up on one of those 
new 790 Adventure Rs, so 
was guaranteed a great 
ride.
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9 10IRISH SEA
The Irish Sea can be unforgiving 
on a bad day and quite the 
navigational challenge for 
shipping, but this day in 
September it looked more Pacific 
than Atlantic. A great backdrop 
to this cool track that led up from 
Peel, that was attacked maybe a 
little briskly on the RUST KTM 
1290 (ahem). Alan Maguire (here) 
rode it more sensibly, good man.

THE WORKS
This is Stephen Clifford’s GS Dakar 
again, showing just how flash you can 
go with a roadbook reader and ICO 
(for distance reading). RUST has used 
a similar system for the R3 rally raids 
in Portugal, but for the Adventure Spec 
series the converted sandwich box 
(supplied by the organiser) and a free 
App on a cable-tied mobile phone (for 
resettable distance reading – satellite 
linked) does the job just as efficiently.
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11 SEARCHLIGHTS
Reuben Molina eases his BMW GSA through a 
misty forest on day two. This was midday, and it 
was this dark. Quite a few riders were caught out by 
the slippery conditions (more on the road than the 
trails!), definitely putting equal emphasis on good 
machine control as much as accurate navigation. 
Placing fourth in the competition, Reuben clearly 
had both (we’ll not mention his spinning the GSA a 
full 360º on the wet grass of the camping paddock!). 
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19 BALLAUGH BRIDGE

Reuben Molina again. No Isle of Man story would 
be complete without an obligatory Ballaugh jump 
shot. Reuben wasn’t speeding, you can get air off this 
bridge at 30mph quite easily. The IoM 500 crossed and 
followed the TT course in quite a few places and with 
many parts having no speed limit that kind of made 
sense of taking the RUST KTM 1290 to this event. You 
can go fast, just don’t abuse the privilege, eh?

FANCY A GO?
The excellent Adventure Spec Challenge is back for 2020, 
again with three rounds: Kielder 500, Wales 500 and IoM 500. 
Plus organisers Rally Moto have a complementary Cannonball 
Adventure series (six dates), which offers a shorter distance 
one-day roadbook experience (but equally on and off-road, 
and big adventure bike friendly). There’s even an expedition to 
Portugal in the offing. Oh yes, and a night roadbook event up 
in Kielder later in the year! If you want to know more check out 
the details at www.rallymoto.co.uk. RUST will see you there! 



KTM 790 
ADVENTURE R

The Adventure Spec IoM500 offered us an opportunity to 
get a second opinion on the KTM 790 Adventure R. You’ve 
had JB’s opinion (see RUST #42/43) – quite clearly it’s a 
bit of him. But what about for a more road-travel biased 
adventure rider? Can it hold the same appeal? We put July 
Behl, our pan-Americas riding adventure buddy into the 
790’s seat for a long weekend…

w
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 HERITAGE KTM 790 Adventure R Review

Words: July Behl  Images: JB

I
’ve owned a KTM 1190 Adventure R for over four years now 
and I’m pleased with the bike, but over the last year or so 
I’ve been entertaining thoughts that perhaps something 
that’s lighter and more manageable off-road would be my 
next move. When the KTM 790 Adventure R was announced 

I thought this is it. I watched every video on YouTube, closely 
followed the launch and read every article. With each word, I was 
more and more convinced that this was the bike for me. Having 
now test ridden it both on- and off-road, I’m still sticking to my 
guns, that it’s a formidable bike – but is it the one for me?

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
First impression on literally dismounting the 1190 and mounting 
the 790 was – where’s the rest of it?! It felt like half the bike had 
gone missing such was the size difference between the 1190 and 
the 790. And also it felt upside down, courtesy the under-slung 
tanks. It was like being on a 125cc bike. Honestly it didn’t feel right.

Quick spin



 HERITAGE
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ROAD MANNERS 
Anyhow, after a couple of hundred 
miles on the road I started getting used 
to the 790 and yes, I was smiling – 
this is an extremely punchy machine 
(around 95hp) and it happily kept up 
with JB’s KTM 1290 Super Adventure 
R – not riding quite as plush maybe, but 
still fast enough. The quick shifter was 
like a baby’s bottom over 60+mph, but 
at lower speeds it felt a bit agricultural. 
The TFT screen was crystal and it had 
all the relevant info on display including 
speed, fuel, gear, modes etc. Slightly on 
the smaller side compared to the 1290 
but still enough – it was like the 790 had 
an iPhone for a display and the 1290 
had the mini iPad.

I don’t think I’m being fair comparing 
the 1290 and the 790 but as we were 
testing them together these things 
surface. Actually, if anything, I think the 
comparison is a compliment in itself to 
the 790. What else? The seat, well… you’ll 
need a generous supply of monkey butt 
powder to get through those long days. 
Not unbearable but could certainly do 
with an aftermarket upgrade. 

Whilst the seat is a bit of a letdown, 
the suspension is at the other end of 
the pleasure-pain spectrum – and 
most probably the best suspension 
you’ll find on an adventure bike in the 
800cc segment. Up front are the fully 
adjustable 48mm WP closed cartridge 
Xplor forks – but what does that mean? 
For you and me – your average Joes – 
it means it’s got the suspension of an 
enduro bike and we won’t need more or 
better, either on- or off-road. The rear 
WP shock has PDS, which technically 
stands for Progression Damping 
System but in layman’s terms stands 
for Pleasure During Speed. So, engine 
– good. Suspension – stunning. Seat 
– not so good. Fuel range of 190 miles – 
practical. In summary, it’s a good road 
bike but not a phenomenal one.

Quick spin

KTM 790 Adventure R Review

OFF-ROAD HOOLIGANISM 
This is where this beautiful machine 
really shines. And this is where it makes 
an average off-road rider like me feel 
like a god. It boosts your confidence. For 
the off-road testing we took part in a 
roadbook navigation challenge called the 
IoM500, organised by the hardworking 
guys at RallyMoto. A 500km combined 
on- and off-road course around the Isle 
of Man, the course had everything from 
wide plantation trails, to narrow goat 
trails with tight corners, to fire roads, 
to some challenging rocky uphills and 
downhills – a real everything course. 
And here the 790 was just grand. The 
bike’s lightish weight combined with the 
low centre of gravity and the superior 
suspension meant the trails were a 
match made in heaven for the 790. 
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The off-road and rally modes do what 
they’re meant to do – make you feel like 
a Dakar competitor and make the most 
challenging trails doable. I tell you, there 
was stuff I was doing on the 790 that I 
would’ve thought long and hard about 
doing on my 1190. The 790 had me 
riding way above my usual level, pulling 
small wheelies over humps and bumps, 
upping the speed at which I was taking 
corners, jumping the bike between 
ruts. The list goes on. In summary, the 
790 will redefine your off-road skillset 
and give you the confidence to ride the 
most technical trails and tracks.

IS THIS ONE FOR ME?
So the KTM 790 Adventure R is a 
winner? It is. Only the experience 
taught me something more about 
myself. It seems, despite my aspirations, 
that I’m more of a 65-35 (on-road – off-
road) rider. That’s a ratio that is moving 
more towards the off-road trajectory 
with each passing year, but – and this is 
a big ‘but’ – is still predominantly biased 
towards road riding. 

I’d love to do the Trans European 

Trail or Adventure Country Tracks but 
for me half the pleasure of doing those 
is the getting to Spain, or Portugal or 
Scandinavia. I personally don’t want 
to compromise the 65 for the 35. So, 
unfortunately, the 790 didn’t do it for 
me on the road and I really did miss my 
1190 there. 

Of course, off-road I wasn’t even 
thinking about the 1190 and surely 
wanted to take the 790 home, but it 
still wasn’t enough. On-road, it lacks 
the 3Ps for me – Power, Presence and 
Plushness (that come with big bikes). 
I’m happy to improve my skillset 
to tackle a big bike off-road more 
competently but I still want a 1200 
taking me round the world, just like one 
did from Alaska to Argentina a couple 
of years back. And so, if nothing else, 
I’m justifying KTM keeping the 1290 in 
their range! But if you’re not like me me, 
if you’re a hardcore 50-50 or a 40-60 
guy, honestly, just write KTM a big fat 
cheque, get the bike and tell the Mrs. 
that you won it in a raffle. 

Till next time… happy reading and 
riding!  

Quick spin
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BRIDGESTONE AX-41
Contact: www.bridgestone.com
RRP: check with local supplier

Bridgestone are definitely a premium 
tyre manufacturer, but they’ve 
wanted for a defining full-on 

adventure tyre. Their Battle Wing tyre 
has been something of a 90/10 (road/
dirt) offering, pretty much like a Metzeler 
Tourance. Their Trail Wing we’d call a 
70/30 at best, but still not a proper town 
and country. But now they have the new 
AX-41 – the Battlax Adventurecross and at 
last we have a real 50/50, perfect for super-
adv riders wanting to go proper off-road 
(but still ride there on the highway). As 
such it goes head-to-head with the likes of 
Metzeler’s Karoo 3, Pirelli’s Scorpion Rally 
and Michelin’s Anakee Wild – pretty tough 
oppo’.

The AX-41s are pleasingly chunky, but 
still with a profile of limited height as tall 
knobs really don’t suit the heavyweights. 
Bridgestone have done their research and 
come up with a technology they call A-IW 
(that’s Anti-Irregular Wear) that limits the 
movement of the blocks and so reduces 
wear on the leading and trailing edges, 
so extending tyre life and improving the 
performance (particularly on road). They’ve 
also worked hard to create a block pattern 
that maximizes off-road traction with 
plenty of leading edges to cut into the dirt 
while leaving enough of a footprint to 
ensure good grip on road – always a tricky 
trade-off. While the first tyres out of the 
moulds have been for super-advs there’ll 
be smaller sizes arriving in early 2020 for 
lighter adventure bikes.

THE TEST
We fitted a set to our KTM 1290 Super 
Adventure R long termer– a stern test 
given its fair weight and 160hp power 
output. Coming from a 90/10 (road/dirt) 
OEM tyre there was an initial readjustment 
needed. The road tyres generally grip the 

road well and the only time they move is 
that millisecond before the traction control 
or ABS kick-in (on the road this is). You 
fit a 50/50 tyre like the AX-41 and straight 
away you’ll feel the tyres moving on the 
blocks. It’s every so slightly off-putting at 
first, but with the Bridgestones (as with 
other premium brands) you do get a decent 
compound, and I have to say the AX-41s 
ultimately stick well on-road, to the point I 
could ignore that mini-squirm and in fact 
reached maximum confidence in them to 
the extent I felt I rode on-road the same on 
these as I had with the road tyres.

Riding in the Isle of Man a fair few strops 
along the TT course certainly tested the 
high end on-road performance of these 
tyres, and while I wouldn’t say I was riding 
with ten-tenths attack I was tramping into 
some of the TT’s iconic corners at a fair lick 
and committing bike and tyres to some 
sportbike style pressure. For the tyres – not 
an issue.

On the trails, well, I’ve ridden the 1290 
and the AX-41s both in Wales and the Isle 
of Man and the tyres impressed in both 
environments. Off-road there is a limit to 
just how much I like to push a super-adv, 
but I have to say the AX-41s performed 
on a par with their competition. In all but 
the slickest grassy conditions I could ride 
with a fair amount of confidence. Like 
other adv tyres their limitations come in 
slick condition (where they just can’t cut-
through – they’re too wide, too shallow) 
and in the amount (or rather lack) of side 
grip you can expect – again adv tyres lack 
the edge of the sidewall knobs you’ll find on 
an enduro/mx tyre. 

By the way, in Wales on Bridgestone’s 
advice we settled on 25/25psi (that’s about 
1.8bar) for best grip off-road, but in the Isle 
of Man, with lots of sharp rock to contend 
with I couldn’t face the prospect of a pinch 
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flat so stuck with the road pressures 
of 36/42 (2.4/2.9bar) and rode that bit 
steadier. The tyres felt to perform just 
as well. Pinch flats, where you get 
little (or large) cut in the sidewall, are 
the most common kind of puncture 
I’ve seen on super-advs and while 
you can typically plug these on the 
trail you are faced with immediate 
tyre replacement, so I take it easy 
anytime the rocks look at all sharp 
and menacing.

Finally, let’s talk on-road practicality. 
First, I have to say I was very 
impressed with the low road-noise 
these tyres generate. Some knobbly 
tyres make the sound of a Sherman 
tank, but the AX-41s roll pretty quiet 
for a tyre of their type and that’s good 
especially for long distance work. 
Secondly, I was impressed with their 
durability. I got up to 3500 miles on 
them before the long termer had to 
go back. Looking at the wear to that 
point I’d say there was well over 4000 
miles available from the rear with a 
lot more yet to be gained from the 
front. But as well the rear AX-41 hadn’t 
squared off despite the long highway 
miles, which meant the handling was 
still good, too. Now there are higher 
mileage 50/50 adventure tyres out 
there, but that durability typically 
comes at the cost of grip, and for me 
I don’t think I’d like to be trusting 
£17,000 of super-adv to such a tyre 
(false economy).

In all, the Bridgestone AX-41s 
impress. In every measure of 
performance they’re a match for 
the other premium tyres. Unless 
you tested them back-to-back it’s 
impossible to say unequivocally 
whether these are better, or some 
other tyre. But if I’m riding an 
expensive adventure bike for sure I’d 
be very happy to fit the AX-41s, for 
performance and for security. Top 
tyres!
Jon Bentman

THE STREET
SCRAMBLER
• Choose your power 125, 250 or 500

• Arrow stainless exhaust as standard

• Progressive link suspension

• Disengageable ABS

• CNC triple clamps

• Bybre brakes

• Lowering kits now available

• 125 variants L plate legal

See full model range and find dealers at: 

fanticmotoruk.com

NEW FOR 2019
RALLY 500
• Single cylinder 450cc twin cam motor

• Arrow stainless exhaust as standard

• Headlamp guard & number board

• Lightweight aluminium swing arm

• Sump guard & radiator guard

• 2 way adjustable suspension

• Progressive link suspension

• Disengageable ABS

• CNC triple clamps

• Bybre brakes



TRIUMPH 
BONNEVILLE  
T120 ACE

We’ve been testing the Bonneville Scramblers here at RUST – ooh, 
and the Speedmaster – but never the Bonneville itself. A chance for a 
fortnight on the newest Bonnie, the Ace, was then not to be declined
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T
he Ace is a work of art. I could 
just look at it for hours. What 
I like is its subtlety. Being 
painted Storm Grey and with 
every component seemingly 

gloss black, satin black or matt black it 
disappears into the shadows (and makes 
it as tricky to photograph as a black cat). It 
is the stealth Bonneville. And okay, it is a 
road bike and probably the only time it’ll 
go off-road is of it overshoots a corner, but 
hey it has flat bars. And as all Bonnies have 
something of the look of the Trumpets 
Steve McQueen and Ted Simon rode 
(funny to link them) – which brings ISDE, 
desert racing and RTW adventure into the 

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T120 ACE

frame – then we’ll make the digression.

THAT ENGINE
Triumph has been refining the Bonneville 
ever since they reintroduced the twin in 
2000. The latest development has been 
this new water-cooled – although it 
doesn’t look it – T120 motor that arrived 
in 2016. When the new-age Bonnie 
started it was 790cc producing 61hp and 
41lb-ft; now with the T120 we’re talking a 
full 1200cc producing 79hp and 77.5lb-ft. 
That is a significant uplift and it does give 
the Bonnie an air of authority and, well, 
muscle, whereas at the start it was gentle 
wee retro model.
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w You can tell from those figures that 
the development has been in creating 
a torquey long-legged beast. It’s no 
rev-hound, it punches strongly right 
off the bottom and frankly it’s so strong 
it could survive quite easily 99% of the 
time with just the first four ratios. Fifth 
and sixth gears are like overdrive, for 
super-relaxed fast-ish touring. It’s not 
brutish, though, there’s refinement and 
wonderful smoothness that goes with 
this power. It is very much a tour de 
force.

Curiously, though – and I stand to 
be frog marched to a wall and shot for 
this – I have this feeling that the T120’s 
little bro’, the 900cc T100, is the better 
Bonnie! I recall riding the T100 Street 
Scrambler a couple of years back (see 
RUST #32) and that motor is just so 
peachy, for it too has good torque, but, 
it feels, just the right amount. The T120, 
meanwhile, hits hard in the low-to-
midrange, like a power cruiser, and that 
doesn’t feel to fit quite so well with the 
style of this bike. It’s lovely to have, and 
it means you can annihilate pestering 
cars at the tweak of a wrist, but it seems 
to impose its personality a little too 
willingly. For best enjoyment I found I 
would simply short-shift smartly up to 
the speed limit and then let the bike just 
waft along on very little throttle from 
there, typically that’s in fourth gear. It’s 
an odd thing to ask for less power (or 
torque) but I think this bike could be 
better for a more even power/torque 
distribution.

IT WILL TURN…
The big motor makes the T120 heavier. 
It’s 224kg before you put fuel in 
(whereas the T100 is 213kg), and you 
kind of feel that just pushing it around. 
You are, I guess, getting an awful lot of 
metal for your money. Fortunately once 
you get moving that weight, being fairly 
low, disappears. Kind of. You see there’s 
a slight resistance when you initiate 
cornering, like it doesn’t want to tip in. 

I WAS BUZZING IT HARD – 
WHICH IT RESPONDED TO 
WITH ABSOLUTE EASE, 
IT’S ONE SOLID LAST-
FOREVER KIND OF MOTOR
You get a feeling of a long heavy barge 
(to be crude – it’s honestly not that bad, 
but I’m trying to create a picture here) 
and certainly it doesn’t feel like it’ll spin 
round on a sixpence. And yet once you 
start turning it’s all-good, it feels stable, 
tracks dutifully and there are no dramas. 
Just for that first instant you feel a sense 
of reluctance.

That aside, as said, it’s all-good. 
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The suspension certainly feels like an 
upgrade on that of the Street Scrambler 
and while the travel is identical 
(120mm), it just felt better damped – 
maybe that’s two years of development 
(or an unreliable memory?!) kicking 
in. But it’s nice and neutral once it’s 
sweeping along and for relaxing 
weekend country riding it’s a great set-
up.

ON TRACK
It’s a bit odd to have a race evaluation of 
a model like this, especially when there 
are models like the Thruxton, which 
are evidently better for the purpose, but 
at least we could test the Ace’s limits. 
Or not – it seems they’re a way off. On 
track – even a small one like Lydden 
Hill – it’s funny how a bike’s persona 
changes. On the track that low-end 
punch kind of gets lost, instead I found 
I was mostly revved-out chasing gears. 
I tried riding it in the torque but it 
just didn’t feel quick enough, so I was 
buzzing it hard – which it responded to 
with absolute ease, it’s one solid last-
forever kind of motor. The gearbox was 

good, too, sweet shifting.
The real limitation was ground 

clearance. In the heat of (light hearted) 
battle the initial reluctant tip-in 
wasn’t noticeable as I was having to 
reposition my body to hang off and 
this exaggerated weight shift (90-odd 
kilos going inside-outside) overrode 
that tip-in reluctance easily. Ground 
clearance was modest and the Ace was 
grinding away its footrests quite merrily 
– even with the rear preload set to max. 
What I was impressed with, was neither 
the centrestand nor the sidestand 
touched down – which is good news 
because these two can lift a rear wheel 
off the ground if they dig in heavily. 
So knowing you can have the pegs 
chewing themselves to bits, but nothing 
structural likely to upset the plot, is a nice 
position to be in.

The track also showed that those meaty 
310mm discs with twin-piston calipers 
are more than up to the job of hauling up 
well over 300kg of bike and rider in very 
short order. Yep, but for the want of more 
ground clearance the Ace would have 
cut a pretty decent lap time. 
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THAT THE FUEL TANK SPELLED 
OUT TO ME ‘HEAD DOWN, HOLD 
ON’ WAS VERY APT
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like 50 laps plus the ride to and from 
the circuit – say 50 miles – without 
bothering the filler cap on the 14-litre 
tank and when I eventually refueled it 
took 12.9-litres, so given a whole lot of 
full throttle action it would do 110-120 
miles to the tank. Cruising, the mpg 
reader was showing around 55-57mpg, 
so the probable range in normal use is 
about 150 miles. Fine for this bike.

THE LOOK
For me, this bike sells on its look. I 
love, almost adore, the brooding Ace 
treatment and that the fuel tank spelled 
out to me ‘Head down, Hold on’ was 
very apt for the race day. It’s not a race 
bike, though; it’s for cool laid-back 

weekend rides. And ridden like that will 
put a big smile on your face. 

It has a few drawbacks this model, 
but its style and performance outweigh 
those. And my god, the details. I love 
the four-bar tank badge, the wee LED 
lights, the black rims, black pipes, the 
upholstered leather (type) bench seat. 
It is a real looker. Triumph is building 
1400 of them. I’m sure they’ll sell the lot 
super-quick. But if you were to corner 
me and say which Bonnie, make a 
choice – right now I’m thinking for 
me, the T100 Black. The Street Twins 
and Speed Twins are awesome as well, 
mind. And maybe that’s the real story, 
there’s a Bonnie for every taste. And 
they’re all good. But in black, it’s just 
Ace.  

2019 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T120 ACE
ENGINE: Liquid-cooled 8-valve SOHC parallel 
twin four-stroke 

DISPLACEMENT: 1200cc

BORE & STROKE: 97.6 x 80.0mm

MAX POWER: 79hp @ 6550rpm

MAX TORQUE: 110Nm @ 3100rpm

FUELING: Multipoint sequential electronic Fuel 
injection

STARTER: Electric

TRANSMISSION: Six-speed gearbox, wet 
multiplate clutch

FRAME: Tubular steel with aluminium cradles

FRONT SUSPENSION: 41mm KYB forks, cartridge 
type, 120mm travel 

REAR SUSPENSION: KYB twin shocks,n preload 
adjustable 120mm travel

WHEELS: 32-spoke, 2.75 x 18” front, 4.25 x 17’ rear 

BRAKES: Front discs – 310mm, twin-piston Nissin 
calipers – Rear disc 255mm, twin piston caliper, 
ABS

SEAT HEIGHT: 790mm 

WHEELBASE: 1450mm

WEIGHT: 224kg (dry)

FUEL CAPACITY: 14.5 l

CONTACT: www.triumphmotorcycles.co.uk/.com

PRICE: UK from £11100 EU €13400  
US $12,500 

  S P E C I F I C A T I O N
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A FESTIVAL 
OF (FAST) FUN
Words: JB Images: JB, Amy Shore & Tim Cochrane

Here at RUST we’re into everything bike – a bit like you. So when a 
chance arose to have a go at road racing – in the most gentlemanly 
manner – we were out of our adventure kit and in leather in an instant
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The Bike Shed Fesival
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T
he guys at The Bike Shed (to be 
found in Shoreditch, London) 
know their game. When they 
put this Festival together the 

event’s ethos clearly was decided to 
be FUN. Lots of competitions, each 
of which were very real, with some 
big bikes in the mix, but essentially 
each was to be light hearted, with the 
emphasis on having fun with a good 
bunch of mates. All backed up with a 
great social scene, a party, great food 
and drink.

The individual competition names 
kind of gives it away: Easy Rider Cup, 
Motley Cup, Journo Cup, Commuter 
Cup, Café Racer Cup. Then for off-road 
enjoyment, the Malle Trials: The Dash, 
The Scramblers – and as if it were 
needed a Novice Class. 

The venue, Lydden Hill, in deepest 
Kent, was first used in 1947 for grass 
track and has been a part of the British 

motorsport firmament ever since, 
although actually always as a bit of an 
outlier. It’s a small kidney-shaped circuit 
set in a small valley, a real scratcher’s 
track, known as much for the regular 
rallycross competitions it hosts as 
for road racing. It doesn’t have the 
infrastructure nor the corporate swagger 
of the big circuits – so it feels friendly, 
maybe even slightly eccentric. Perfect 
for the Festival.

Checking out the event details it was 
evident this was not a gig you took an 
R1 to, nor a YZ450F for that matter. This 
is very much the time and place for the 
inappropriate motorcycle. Here at RUST 

we took a Triumph Bonneville T120 
Ace. Being a homage to the rocker age 
of the Ace Café and all, it has that Fifties 
vibe and judging by the low footrests, 
bench seat and – I must say – a fair 
heft, clearly it was not made for racing. 
So, ideal. 

Quite how The Bike Shed guys 
managed to get the event officially 
sanctioned shows their mastery in 
creative thinking and solutions. They 
managed it, though, and so for not a 
lot of money everyone got to play racer 
for the day – you know, with a real 
start, real set number of laps and real 
chequered flag. That we were out there 
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with centrestands dragging, panniers 
rattling, radios blaring (in some 
cruiser-class cases) or lurching around 
on raked-out choppers (some guys 
really like to push the inappropriate 
theme) – and with not a wired sump 
plug in sight – says something for the 
Bike Shed’s spirit of laissez-faire.

Now I have a fair history in road 
racing, so this is not new to me. But 
having retired in 2001 (only to have 
ridden a one-off four-hour endurance 
race in 2015) it’s been a while – and I 
can’t say I’ve been wishing to return. 
There’s a lot of risk and so tension, not 
to mention expense, involved in road 
racing. But this weekend was different. 

At the beginning, in practice, 
everyone was riding literally 
everywhere, in all directions, as 
they tried to get an idea of what was 
possible with their inappropriate 

motorcycles. For instance, the Ace had 
a very definite ground clearance issue. 
In the big sweeper that is Chesson’s 
Drift that meant avoiding the obvious 
inside line, which had a negative 
camber, and instead going deep to 
the back of the corner where the track 
eventually tipped up and gave the extra 
inch or so needed to effectively get the 
bike leant over and turned. Up at the 
hairpin, meanwhile, I found the Ace 
could brake improbably late, helped 
by its lack of pace, huge twin discs 
and a hill gradient so steep that just 
by chopping the throttle you almost 
immediately came to a standstill.

The races were hysterical. I loved the 
first turns where everyone was ducking 
and diving everywhere, all licence 
plates, mirrors, indicators, helmets, 
goggles, elbows and knees. The Journo 
Cup was of course fairly competitive 
with a few almost appropriate 
motorcycles. I snagged 8th out of 14 
there, not my finest hour. But in Street 
Bike Cup Rapids – where the Ace 
leapt off the line and refused to stop 
for two corners – we’d got up to 8th 
before fading to finish 11th from the 31. 
Lack of speed and ground clearance 
(and bravado) counted against. But it 
wasn’t about the result, it was about 

The Bike Shed Fesival
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laughter, and the wobbles and the 
bouncing.

Watching the Cruiser Cup, with 
full-dress Harley’s scraping round 
pannier-to-pannier, really underlined 
the fun factor. And the Commuter Cup 
– where the racers were encouraged 
to load up with as many panniers, top 
boxes, tank bags and ruck sacks as they 
could manage – really did bring home 
this was all about the laughs.

Meanwhile on the grass, the 
Malle Trials provided just as much 
entertainment. RUST was meant to 
be competing in this but our bike 
was a last minute no-show. But it 
mattered not; instead it was so cool to 
watch (and shoot) the likes of a sixties 
Rickman scrambler line up against an 
eighties BMW R80 Dakar bitza-GS-

thing (aka Archie’s bike), or push up 
against a sweet period-correct DG-
kitted RM125, or a twinshock DT, or 
a Honda C90 special. The races were 
very short, kind of bent sprints up the 
hill, but it was all so much fun and 
it was cool seeing such a diversity 
of styles. Not to be taken seriously, 
of course. Which is something you 
don’t hear so much these days. The 
Malle guys (they run a boutique selling 
cool retro bike kit in London: https://
mallelondon.com/) were putting on a 
great show.

If you could change one thing, it 
would be the month. Could we swap 
October for September perhaps? Just 
for the chance of more sun and slightly 
warmer temperatures, which would 
suit this Festival all the more – and 
might encourage more spectators. But 
in all it was a most excellent weekend. 

Cynically, before the Festival we 
wondered whether the weekend would 
be all hipsters oiling their beards, 
perfecting their turn-ups, combing 
their quiffs, rocking-out to skiffle 
bands. Alas, we didn’t see much of that, 
which in part is a shame as people 
watching is just fine by us, and you 
have to applaud those who take time 
and get creative over their appearance. 
It’s fun and harms no one. But in fact, 
the Festival reminded us of the simple 
pleasures, so often lost to us if we 
compete in enduro or rally, or do the 
whole kitchen-sink adventure thing. 

Yes, it’s good to chill. 

THANKS
Thanks to Dutch and Vikki at The Bike Shed 
(https://thebikeshed.cc/) for the invite. 
Thanks especially to James Joseph for all 
the last minute smoothing to get RUST 
and the Ace on the start line – and then for 
sorting the photography post event (you are 
a top man, James). Thanks to Dean Harfield 
at Performance Communications and to 
Triumph UK for the awesome Ace.
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C  ntactsCOMING SOON...
KTM and Husqvarna’s 250i’s  
go head to head




